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Kuhnert: 2SLGBTQIA+- Sexuality

2SLGBTQIA+- Sexuality in Changing
Canadian Lutheran Contexts and Identities
Karen Kuhnert*
The good news: You are a very welcoming church; you love and seek to love others
and the world very much; you long earnestly to be a welcoming church, and you do
everything in your power to be as welcoming as you possibly can.
The bad news: You do not love each other very much; you do not seem to show the
same earnestness with regards to seeking to love one another in the ELCIC.1

P

resuming Ali Tote to be correct in his morning sermon to the 2011 National
Convention of the ELCIC, how did the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Canada come to
be regarded as “welcoming” yet not “loving” in 2011? The answer is not easy to come
by. First, some context. In 2011, delegates to the ELCIC convention were having to vote on
four contentious motions related to “homosexuality” animated by decades-long efforts to
bring Lutherans in Canada to common understanding around ‘sexuality’ from
heteronormativity.2 The convention began Thursday July 14 with National Bishop Susan
Johnson acknowledging the realities, and asking delegates to let the Holy Spirit lead them:
We have several challenging days of work ahead of us,” said Bishop Johnson. “What I
ask is that we treat each other with Christian love, as faithful followers of Jesus, who
love this church. This is my hope and my prayer for our church as we enter into these
days of convention.3

Following more than two hours of debate, on Friday, July 15, delegates voted in favour of the
2011 ELCIC Social Statement on Human Sexuality.4 On Saturday, July 16, delegates voted in
favour of Motion 26, Motion 27 and Motion 28 relating to the unity of the church, same-sex
marriage and ordinations.5 The vote counts indicate that there was inconsistent, meaning
discerned voting by national delegates.6 This was an intense emotional time for the church in
convention and the Lutheran rostered leaders and laity in homes and churches across the
country.7 As had become increasingly common in the ELCIC in the 2000s, some delegates
walked out of the convention even before Johnson delivered the morning sermon on Sunday,
July 17.8 Not everyone heard her proclamation of the Good News of the overwhelming love
of Jesus that transcends “us” and “them” caricatures and breaks down all barriers. Some
delegates and at-home participants missed the imagistic presentation of the Gospel of the
Loving God “lavishing care” on the totality—just as the owner of the field attends to the
whole crop of wheat and weeds (Matthew 13).9
From this introduction, what already comes generally into the mind’s eye is that
“Lutherans” are religious people, Lutherans are Christians. “Canadian Lutherans” are
religious Christians contextually rooted and/or often raised in Lutheran faith-based
understandings in local congregations within Canada. Organizationally, Lutheran
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congregations in North America routinely band together to forms synods, districts,
conferences and ministeriums which are administrative entities of spiritual and practical
oversight, guidance and efficiency. These entities often align as even larger and more
complex organizational groups, sometimes called Synods, Districts, Councils, Churches or
Church bodies. The use of the capital letter C in such cases within this paper refers to the
larger, more complex groupings (Councils, Conferences and Churches) rather than the single
and more homogeneous congregations (churches), or church buildings (churches). All these
forms are historically referred to with she/her pronouns and imagery.10
The ELCIC is Canada’s largest national Lutheran Church comprised of five
geographical synods across Canada that participate in a constitution that defines what it
means to be an ELCIC Lutheran. But what makes a
Lutheran, a Lutheran, is certainly not a human made
organizational form. And yet defining a “Lutheran” in
Canada or a “Canadian Lutheran” based on beliefs is
also problematic given that Lutheran Church bodies in
Canada today do not currently agree on what makes a
Lutheran a Lutheran and this unfortunate reality is at
the very heart of this paper.
A significant reason why the Lutheran Churches
in Canada cannot come together on a definition for
being Lutheran is because of divergent understandings
about ‘Sexuality’. The term Sexuality when capitalized
herein is used to identify the term as a subject category
for human sexuality in the widest sense, as it was used
vernacularly during the period of the sexual revolution
in Canada concurrent with second-wave feminism
from the 1960s to the mid-1980s.11 This use is distinct Figure 1 Cover of the August/September 1966
from the more specifically parsed use of terms for Canada Lutheran Magazine. Pictured are some
sexuality in contemporary Gender Studies.12 This use is of the Eastern Canada Synod (ECS) delegates to
Kansas City Convention of the United
also distinct from precise uses of the word, for the
Lutheran Church in America. The ECS was one
example, as a synonym for gender identity as of the first synods to send women as delegates
presented in the ELCIC Inclusive Language Guidelines, to the continental conventions. Pictured in the
is “Mrs. G. Laurence Buchanan.” Norman
and/or in reference to sexuality as “erotic feelings middle
Berner is sitting mid-table looking toward the
attitudes, values, attraction, arousal and/or physical camera. Image courtesy of Karen Kuhnert.
contact” as defined by Canadian Lutheran Erwin Buck
in the Studies on Homosexuality and the Church written and used in the 1980s and updated
for distribution in the ELCIC in 2001.13

About this Paper
The timeframe of this particular article covers more than one hundred years of
history across significant changes in Canadian Lutheran contexts. Experiences in the life of
Nils Willison are used to help readers navigate the changing contexts over time. Generally,
the article begins with the time just before Lutheran campuses became Co-ed and continues
through to the times when they operated as places for inter-Lutheran encounters,
particularly in the 1970s. Then this writing progresses to this current contemporary
moment in 2022 when the journal Consensus: A Canadian Journal of Public Theology cohttps://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol43/iss2/7
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sponsored by Martin Luther University College in Waterloo, Ontario (MLUC) and Lutheran
Theological Seminary in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan (LTS) asks today “What theological
approaches or conversations can assist in deepening a wider understanding of identity?”
within an Issue focusing on “Queer(y)ing Labels: Dialogues of Identity” and “2SLGBTQIA+”.
Insights from the decades of Consensus are intentionally brought forward in this paper as
Consensus was founded in 1974 under the title of Consensus: A Canadian Lutheran Journal of
Theology to advance the transcending of Lutheranisms in Canada toward the goal of merging
all Lutheran Churches in Canada.14 It was the hope of Lutherans at the founding of Consensus
in 1974 that a common definition for being Lutheran in Canada would be almost immediately
achieved.
Constructively this paper uses diverse historical insights to frame out an as yet untold
story of Lutheran Churches in Canada and Sexuality. Banners of “yesterday,” “today” and
‘tomorrow” common in Lutheran writings will be used to communicate history, theology,
experiences and concerns thought relevant for the future by this writer who is an ordained
woman with a four-year Master of Divinity degree who has done extensive research and
writing on the subject of Lutherans in Canada. The ground level for this writing is the preWorld War I time (an early or pre-merger era) when Lutheran men first began to be ordained
by Lutheran Church bodies in Canada. The paper then builds up from the mid-1950s (when
a merger era begins) to the inter-Lutheran impasse in merger negotiations in 1977. The
JCILR meeting in November of 1977 marks the end of the middle merger era. The impasse in
1977 happened immediately after the shift to having ordained women serving as clergy in
Lutheran churches all across Canada. The paper then extends to 2011 (in the late merger
era) when decisions by Lutherans gathered in convention led to “policy paving the way for
the ordination and installation of gay and lesbian pastors.”15 Finally, this article
chronologically completes with the recent Global Interfaith Commission on LGBT+ Lives
conference that happened in the Spring of 2021. This manner of historical construction is
designed to make room for and support later work by future storytellers to bring forward
their own insights not yet in the public records.16
In the interim, how does one tell an untold story responsibly? One approach includes
being attentive to shifting language. For the Canadian Lutherans who persevered together
after the impasse of 1977 (and then formed the ELCIC together in 1986), changes in
understandings about Sexuality can be substantiated by being attentive to phrases used in
study documents commended to the Church membership. This is exemplified in the use of
terms within the title of the 1970 Statement on Sex, Marriage and Family, in the content of
the Commission Resolution of November 2-4, 1977 that refers to the “place of men and
women in the church” and in the use of the phrase “gender and gender bias” in With Many
Voices: Twenty-Five Years of Ordained Women in Ministry, 1976-2001.17
Notably, there have been no significant formal all-Lutheran discussions about
Lutheranism in Canada since the impasse in 1977. Mark Granquist, a respected American
Professor of the History of Christianity at Luther Seminary in Minnesota details a similar
pattern in the United States.18 As merger momentum picked up energy in the 1970s it was
reasonably anticipated that the continental Lutheran Churches could unite.19 Then it was
discovered that the people of the Church bodies differed across the continent, and within
both Canada and the United States in their general and specific understandings about
Sexuality. The people of the Lutheran Churches differed, and significantly so, with regards to
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women in church and society and in their Biblical approaches to coming to these divergent
understandings.
This paper briefly presents some Canadian Lutheran history so readers can think
anew about why it is, and how it is, that Canadian Lutherans can present a divided and yet
still powerful witness to the Gospel: the Good News of the Love of God knowable in Jesus
Christ that deepens wider understandings of identities. Following insights from the merger
periods, this paper addresses the opportunities for lives to be different—better—because of
the Lutheran Confessional approach and Confessional understandings. The Lutheran
Confessional approach directs searchers to life-giving unity in the Gospel.
Though indeed not a definition for being Lutheran, one globally accepted statement
that many Lutherans around the world do refer to is that the Good News of Jesus Christ “sets
people free.”20 This most quotable understanding arises from Martin Luther’s Biblical
insights that inspired the establishment of the Lutheran faith tradition in the Reformation
period beginning in the early 1500s. To the extent that modern academic writing however
needs a definition for terms, Richard C. Dickinson’s explanation of what it is to be “Lutheran”
in his book Roses and Thorns: The Centennial Edition of Black Lutheran Mission and Ministry
in The Lutheran Church – Missouri Synod is as complete and incomplete as any other that
could be provided,
In those days [high school in Selma Alabama] I claimed no sophistication. I knew that
I was a Lutheran. When people asked to what church I belonged, I proudly answered,
“Lutheran.” In the Black community people would almost always ask the second
question, “What church is that?” Then I would follow with a long explanation taken
verbatim from the pages of Luther’s Small Catechism. I would say that it is the church
which has the Word of God in its truth and purity and the sacraments administered
according to their institution by Christ Jesus.21

Readers might reasonably ask “By what authority should Dickinson’s words of explanation
related to the pulpit and altar, the Word of God and the sacraments, be used to define what
it means to be a Lutheran in Canada today when Dickinson is an American writing in 1977?”
What makes his explanation valuable for this paper is that in his chapter “The Quest to
Belong,” Dickinson articulates the experience of discovering that there are divergent
Lutheran groups separated by theological mis/understandings and politics as well as
conscious and unconscious human behaviors that keep people from being as welcome within
the churches and Church bodies of God as they are welcome by God in the liberating Gospel
that sets people free. Dickinson’s chapter thoughtfully communicates the experiences,
thoughts and feelings of a person wanting to claim the fulsome identity provided by God in
the Gospel of Jesus Christ but denied to him by human hurdles and barriers. As with ELCIC
national bishops Susan Johnson and Donald Sjoberg, and the long list of additional Lutheran
theologians quoted within this writing, it is the interest and intention of this writer that
people be set free to be and become what the God of Love intends.
Is that not what all Lutherans would want for all people? One would think so. Yet the
matter is actually more complicated. A 2013 article by Shannon LeClair in the Strathmore
Times offers a citable source for insights into the more multi-dimensional and inter-related
contextual realities associated with being God’s Lutheran people based on what some
Lutherans in Canada have said after the 2011 ELCIC Convention.22 Some have said that the
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approval of the ELCIC Social Statement on Human Sexuality is the reason many Lutherans
left the ELCIC.23 Some have said the 2011 decisions caused more than 30 congregations to
leave the ELCIC.24 Some have said for decades, as William Hordern pointed out in 1987, that
the disagreements about the ordination of women brought to a close any hope of uniting the
diversity of Lutherans in Canada.25 Much evidence (direct and indirect) indicates that these
conclusions—these things that Lutherans have said—are obscured and reductionistic (as
LeClaire in 2013 and Hordern in 1987 pointed out in their writings).
This paper reveals that because of divergent views regarding Sexuality generally, and
sexuality more precisely, Lutheran Churches are more divided and more steeped in
misunderstandings now than at the impasse in 1977. Consequently, Lutherans in the ELCIC
and other Church bodies have problematically—unhelpfully, and increasingly—been “calling
things what they are not” as theologians of glory do.26 It is unhelpfully incomplete to explain
away the divergent views among Lutherans on Sexuality either socio-culturally as
heteronormativity being confronted by the post-World War II sexual revolution or even
religiously by the Bible—though both of these are relevant factors. It is also unhelpfully
insufficient to try without supports to learn about these subject matters independently since
misreading the sources can lead to harm to persons of “any sexual and gender identity” (to
borrow the language of the current ELCIC Task Force on Addressing Homophobia, Biphobia
and Transphobia).27 Interested parties looking to learn about “Lutherans and 2SLGBTQIA+“
(to use research terminology) might conduct a Boolean search in a web browser by typing
“Lutheran” AND “2SLGBTQIA+” into Google, or by doing a key word search in valued
Lutheran source material such as Consensus using labels like ‘gay’ or ‘lesbian’ and their
preceding term ‘homosexual’, or the more recent ‘bi-sexual’, ‘trans’ or ‘queer’, all of which
participate in the ‘LGBTQ’ label. And from this methodology, searchers might find the book
review in Consensus (Volume 25, Issue 2) by Ralph Carl Wushke that uses the
aforementioned terminology. But even Wushke’s valuable 1999 book review does not lead
directly to foundational writings and meaningful considerations in Canadian Lutheran
theology.28 And neither will such search-term quests lead to proper content discovery in the
historic church records since the key words themselves are challenging and changing. The
word sex, for example, is interior to many of the search terms and overpopulates the search
record because faith traditions are as occupied with matters of sex as the society around.
Searching the term ‘trans’ additionally complicates the process as algorithms pick up ‘trans’
as in ‘transcend’ and ‘transform’, important concepts in a faith tradition committed to
continuous reformation, ecclesia semper reformanda est.29 To help searchers overcome these
hurdles, this paper provides accessible structural elements (narratives, time-markers, weblinks, videos and image files as well as reputable sources in history and theology) so that
readers interested in life-giving quests of belonging can more easily and accurately engage
in the ongoing work of reformation from the position of unity in the Gospel that sets people
free.

Sexuality in our Yesterday - the Canadian Lutheran Legacy in Merger Eras
The Early or Pre-Merger Era, before the Turning Point in 1954
The early ‘merger’ era for most Canadian Lutherans began long before the 1940s, but
merger momentum for all Lutherans was boosted by the circumstances of the world wars in
the 1900s.30 When Canada entered World War II, the Canadian military establishment
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insisted that it would only deal with a single Canadian Lutheran organization for the
provision of chaplaincy services to the Canadian armed forces. Canadian Lutheran Churches
at the time, however, were governed by American Church leaders in head offices in the
United States. As the Canadian constituencies of the continental Lutheran Church
organizations wanted to again follow “their boys” with Word and sacrament as they had in
World War I, they recruited Nils Willison to Chair the Canadian Lutheran Commission for
War Service when the initial Chair, Thomas Hartig, died unexpectedly in 1940. 31 Willison at
the time was President and Dean at Lutheran College and Seminary in Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan (serving from 1936-1949). By 1940, Willison was helpfully well connected
across spheres of Church and state in Canada and around the world.
Nils Willison was originally employed as a schoolteacher and principal. He had
attended Bracebridge (Muskoka) Model School for Teachers and then graduated in 1908
from the Faculty of Education at the University of Toronto (U of T). He was born in Sweden
in 1880 with the last name of Olssen, and by 1881 his family had relocated to Canada in a
rush of in-migration to North America from Scandinavian countries.32 The Olssen/Willison
family perhaps settled in the Muskoka Lakes area because the Canadian Pacific (CP) Railway
expansion to Winnipeg was not yet complete on their arrival. From their home in Torrance,
the young Swede attended Sunday School, took Confirmation classes and then taught Adult
Education in the church of the Norwegian Lutheran synod closer to their family home. A
natural educator and leader, Nils Willison was eager to be in the inaugural class when the
first Lutheran seminary in Canada launched Thanksgiving weekend, October 29-30, 1911 in
Waterloo.
The Evangelical-Lutheran Theological Seminary in Waterloo was a joint project of the
large German-speaking Synode von Canada and the smaller English-speaking Central Canada
Synod. The congregations of these two were domestically associated as early as 1853 in the
Evangelical Lutheran Union of Canada and most were continentally connected in the
Evangelical Lutheran General Synod of North America at this time.33 By Canada’s
Confederation year of 1867, inter-Lutheran doctrinal discord and the circumstances of the
American Civil War split the continental General Synod. Most Canadian Lutheran
congregations helped to charter the new General Council of the Evangelical Lutheran Church
in North America with the Pittsburg Synod’s Gottlieb Bassler elected as the first President.
Congregations in Canada were connected with the Pittsburg Synod (known as “the
Missionary Synod”) through Bassler and perhaps even more so through William Passavant.
The General Council formatively shaped the Canadian Lutheran territories as they are known
today.
Within weeks of Nils Willison’s graduation and ordination from the Seminary in
Waterloo, Britain declared War on Germany bringing Canada automatically into World War
I. The United States only entered the war years later. By this time Willison was already wellestablished as a Swedish born Norwegian Synod-raised teacher and pastor. He was not
immediately connected to the controversies that involved American and/or “German”Lutherans in Canada at this time. During World War I some Lutherans were merely harassed.
Others faced discriminated as was the case of Johanna Tappert and her young siblings in the
public schools in Berlin, Ontario.34 Still others were assaulted including their father, Germanspeaking American pastor C. R. Tappert of St. Matthews. In 1916 Pastor Tappert was beaten
in front of their family and then also publicly beaten in front of congregants and the
community by men from the local 118th Battalion.35 Some other Lutheran leaders like
https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol43/iss2/7
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German-speaking Canadian pastor O. T. C. Stockmann were put in internment camps.
Stockmann was taken away in the middle of his Confirmation class from TavistockSebastapol in 1917. He was held for eight months on a single untried and unproven
accusation.36 At the Kapuskasing POW Internment Camp he was permitted to minister to
guards and detainees. Stockmann was welcomed back to the Synode upon his return and he
served the Church for forty years.37
In 1925 at a service in Stockmann’s congregation, the German-speaking Synode von
Canada and the English-speaking Central Canada Synod officially merged as the Canada
Synod with both English and German as the synodical languages. John Reble, ordained in the
Synode von Canada in 1909 was elected to be the first President of the joint Canada Synod.
John Reble, born and educated at Kropp Germany and Nils Willison, born in Sweden raised
in Canada among Norwegians, were excellent partners in advancing Canadian Lutheran
mission and ministry. These cross-cultural, multi-lingual and multi-synodical leaders
bridged across domestic, continental and international Lutheranisms.
Even before the war, Willison was widely esteemed as a “first student” and the “first
graduate” of the “first Lutheran seminary.” He was also one of the “first teachers” having
been engaged to do pre-seminary teaching even before his own graduation. Foreign born
Willison was ineligible for service in the war and so he was able to keep teaching in Waterloo
through the war years. In addition to his many other attributes, Willison had one other aspect
of personhood and experience that is of particular note to this paper.
When Willison left his local teachers training school at Bracebridge for advanced
studies at the University of Toronto, Canadian society was still largely resistant to women
even being permitted to vote. Veronica Strong-Boag, professor emerita in UBC’s Institute for
Gender, Race, Sexuality and Social Justice, Member of the Order of Canada, has written
extensively about women in Canadian history. In her article for the well-respected Canadian
Encyclopedia Online she described this early context as being about a few things, fear that
“independent women” would disrupt “religious, ethnic and national communities,” and the
result of the Victorian idea of separate gendered social and civic “spheres” (the public sphere
being for men, and private sphere being for women), and additionally that “many women as
well as men believed men had greater capacity for reason.”38 By the time Willison graduated
from the Faculty of Education at the U of T in 1908, he had been shaped by the rare sitz im
leben, setting/situation (contextuality) in life of having been exposed to academically
accomplished “independent women” distinguished widely as “faculty, lecturers, critics” and
university classmates. By 1908, the Canadian-raised Willison had been exposed to diversities
of people. Through Willison’s reach, many others would be exposed and converted to wider
theological thinking.
While Willison’s seminary years in Waterloo as a student were in an all-male
academic milieu, it was in his early years as a faculty member at the Waterloo Lutheran
schools (day school and seminary) that some women began to “get the vote” in provincial
elections. This “enfranchisement” began in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta in 1916 and
included Ontario in April of 1917 just six days after the United States entered World War I.
Then Conscription was called for just weeks later to sustain Canada’s participation in the war
effort. By September the controversial Military Voters Act and Wartime Elections Act of
1917 extended the federal vote to women serving directly in the war effort and also to “close
female relatives of military men.” Then, in May of 1918, the federal vote was extended to
female citizens aged 21 and over “not including women under racial or Indigenous
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exclusions” to use the exact language of Strong-Boag.39 In 1928, despite select groups of
women gaining “the vote” in 1917 and 1918, the Canadian Government and the Supreme
Court of Canada were still holding on to the position that women were not yet even legally
“persons” under Canadian law.40
In Canada, enfranchisements shifted with regard
to gender and a number of other politically motivated
categories. In the years after Willison’s graduation from
the University of Toronto in 1908, enfranchisement had
shifted for certain “Enemy Alien” (foreign born)
Canadians, ethnic minorities, pacifists, Indigenous
people and singled out groups of women.41 While
governments were tinkering with legal rights for
intersectional minorities, a different direction was being
set forth by Willison as Executive Head of the Lutheran
Schools on Seminary Hill. Following his trip to
Copenhagen for the Lutheran World Convention, Nils
Willison admitted women as Co-Eds to the United
Lutheran Church of America-Canada Synod Waterloo
College of the Arts in September of 1929.42 Just over a Figure 2 In 1931, Louise Kathleen
Twietmeyer was the first female to earn a
month later, in October of 1929, the British Privy Council degree at Waterloo College. After graduation
overturned the exclusions of women and declared she became an instructor in English and
French at the College. In 1936 she earned her
women “Persons” under Canadian law.43
master's degree at the University of Western
For twenty years, “daughters” of Canadian Ontario. Louise and her husband, fellow
congregations like Ella Koch of Tappert’s Berlin Waterloo College instructor Oscar Ferdinand
congregation had had to study theology outside of Bale, moved to the United States in 1942.
Photo and attribution courtesy of Wilfrid
Canada. Sister Ella was consecrated a Deaconess in 1914 Laurier University Archives & Special
having studied in the United States rather than from her Collections.
home church community of Berlin only a few miles from
the Lutheran seminary in Waterloo. Had the context been different, Koch might have studied
alongside Willison and been a “first” if not “the first.”44 Instead it was Louise Twietmeyer
who transcended gendered spheres and infiltrated a multitude of enclaves when she began
studies at the Waterloo College of Arts in the first Co-ed class that September of 1929.
Louise Tweitmeyer shattered arguments about gendered “capacities for reason”
when she completed her three-year Bachelor of Arts degree in less than two years. In 1931,
She was the first woman to graduate from college on the Waterloo Lutheran campus.45 Her
graduation came one hundred years after Lutheran women in the Canadian churches of the
General Synod were encouraged to study “Classics” at Lutheran schools. Beginning in the
1830s women studied at Hagerstown, Maryland and Gettysburg, Pennsylvania to name but
two of the General Synod locations.46 When the Canadian congregations of the General Synod
removed themselves to help establish the General Council in 1867, this opportunity for
advancement was lost for Lutheran women in Canada. Once the United Lutheran Church in
America merger reunited the General Synod and General Council in 1918, there were new
possibilities for Canadian Lutheran women.
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That there were Sexuality politics in the
Lutheran Churches in Canada and in the United States
in these eras is undeniable. That Willison and other
Lutheran men in positions of power understood there
to be a call of the Gospel apart from the politics and
societal positionings of the time—is also undeniable.
Transformations were, and are, possible.
Between 1929 and 1930, while Louise
Tweitmeyer was studying with Willison in Waterloo,
the continental United Lutheran Church of America
(ULCA) began to consider the ordination of women.47
In 1930 the ULCA took the formal position that having
women in leadership roles in the Church “was not
unscriptural.”48 In 1936, after a period of study—of
discernment—and just as Willison happened to be
Figure 3 Nils Willison (standing) was active in
transferring from Ontario to Saskatchewan, the ULCA securing Ulrich Leupold’s ordination in the
delegates in convention voted in favour of expanded Canada Synod in 1939. Both men served as
roles for women in church life.49 It seemed as though Heads of the Lutheran College and Seminary at
Waterloo. After earning his Ph.D. in Music in
the ordaining of candidates to ministry apart from the 1932 (Berlin, Germany) Leupold became a
limitations of gender was about to take off. Then global seminarian (and pamphleteer) in the Confessing
affairs interceded. By 1932 Willison, Reble and others Church resistance (the Bekennende Kirche, a
seminary in exile) in opposition to the officiallyrecognized that World War II was looming.50 As sanctioned state church, the German Lutheran
happened in World War I, the Canadian Military in Church ("Reichskirche"). Alignment with the
World War II would not permit the sharing of wartime Barmen Declaration resistance of May 1934 was
“tantamount to treason.” Leupold, was the son
information about enlisted Canadians with Lutheran of an organist in one of Berlin’s largest
leaders in foreign head offices – even and perhaps churches, and an opera singer, Jewish by
particularly – foreign Church head offices.51 The United descent. “In January 1933, the Nazis came to
power in Germany and on 7 April, race laws
States entered the war against Germany two years were promulgated barring non-Aryans (Jews)
after Canada. Into this complex predicament Willison from holding any public office…. When the
was sought out as Chair of the Canadian Lutheran Gestapo searched [Leupold’s] apartment they
found nothing. His mother, however, as a Jewess,
Commission for War Service.
was forced to go completely underground and
In this Second World War period, first the flow remained so for the duration for the war. An
of information across foreign borders was recognized aunt of Leupold, not so fortunate, was deported
to Auschwitz and perished there.” 1956 photo
as problematic and then the movements of people— courtesy of Wilfrid Laurier University Archives &
especially
able-bodied
young
men—became Special Collections. Quotes from Paul Helmer
precarious. The Churches could no longer have (Consensus 34:1, 2012).
Canadian Lutheran seminary students travel across
the border to their traditional schools in the United States. Willison’s Saskatoon seminary
community eagerly welcomed participation and partnership with synods of the American
Lutheran Church, and especially the Norwegian Lutheran churches of Willison’s younger
years.52 Intentionally or unintentionally, this opened a pathway through which theologically
segregated, and gender separated seminarians began to engage across intersectionalities.
Mid-war, Willison and others were keen to attend the Home Missions Conference
scheduled for Saskatoon in July of 1944. At this late date, already a decade after the
ordination of women had become possible, it was perhaps still reasonable during the war at
least that the advancement of persons of diversity was not top of the agenda. Yet images of
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the kind of maternal feminism of the suffragette era were still pervasive and promoted
within religion in Canada and especially so to the women (including Lutheran women) in
Quebec.53 Women in Quebec had yet to even vote in a provincial election! Much had changed
for Canadians, and particularly so for Lutherans in Canada, yet much was still to change.
The invited delegates to the 1944 Home Missions Conference in Saskatoon urged the
formation of a Canadian Lutheran Council to deal with domestic development issues and to
ready for foreign need after the war. In the months and years following the July 1944
conference many hurdles were overcome on the path to formalizing a common constitution
for Canadian Lutherans to work together in the post-war period.54 One hurdle that was not
overcome was the desire by the Alberta and British Columbia District of the Missouri Synod
Committee on Doctrinal Unity to have the word “inerrant” put in the Preamble of the
constitution, as in the “inerrant” Holy Scriptures.55.
Though no constitution or collective organization with Missouri Synod Lutherans in
Canada was possible at this time, leaders remained motivated in their work, and particularly
so, by the conference paper delivered in 1944 by Heinrich W. Schmidt highlighting that
400,000 Canadians self-identified as Lutherans to Statistics Canada but only 154,000
Lutherans were identified in Lutheran Church records.56 In short, already in 1944 there were
at least a quarter of a million Lutherans in Canada not receiving “the Word of God in its truth
and purity and the sacraments administered according to their institution by Christ Jesus.”57
This was data-based evidence that there was much important work to be done in Home
Missions. And by 1946 the people of the Lutheran churches in Canada were directly engaged
in extensive outreach together in the internationally recognized Canadian Lutheran World
Relief agency responsible for post-war resettlement and European refugee relief.58 In 1952
the Canadian Lutheran Council (CLC) came into being without the Canadian constituencies
of the Missouri Synod.59
George Evenson was among the leaders persevering at this time toward greaterLutheran Church cooperation and union in Canada. Evenson was part of a Canadian subcommittee of the 1953 Joint Union Committee of four churches seeking a merger of
continental Lutherans after the
Canadian Lutheran Council was
formed. The sub-committee was
tasked
“to
formulate
recommendations on matters of
special concern to the Canadian
segments of the four churches.”60
The “four churches” in this case
included the Canadians of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church (ELC,
Norwegian), the Lutheran Free
Church (LFC, Norwegian) the
United Evangelical Lutheran Church
(UELC, Danish) and the American
Lutheran Church (ALC, ALC
Lutherans from 1930-1960 were Figure 4 Photo taken from the copy of Messages Given at the 1954 TodayConference belonging to Norman Antler. Image courtesy of
often people of German heritage, Tomorrow
Karen Kuhnert.
and thereafter of more mixed
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heritage). The sub-committee leaders proposed that a “Canada District” be formed of these
four so as to “operate under a charter granted by the government of Canada, which will make
the Canada District of the merged church an autonomous Canadian legal and fiscal entity.”61
Evenson and leaders of the Canadian sub-committee were active in Saskatoon at the
1954 Today-Tomorrow Conference hosted by the Canadian Lutheran Council.62 The event
was in many ways a follow-up to the 1944 Home Mission Conference. This Conference
similarly focused on how best to provide ministry to Lutherans and non-Lutherans across
Canada and around the world, it did not focus on doctrinal considerations. By this time, the
churchmen, having been through inter-Lutheran constitutional efforts in the late 1940s were
more determined and also better informed as to Church politics and pieties of Lutheran
Churches in Canada and realities in the U.S., Europe and around the world.63 Evenson himself
was a presenter on the topic of Canadian Mission Today – In West, a companion to the
presentation by Albert Jacobi on Canadian Missions Today – In East. By the end of 1955, the
merger era had begun. From this time on, there was a consistent Today-Tomorrow trajectory
towards a coast-to-coast-to-coast Lutheran commitment.64

Merger Movements Beginning in 1954
After the Today-Tomorrow Conference of 1954 significant changes started to happen
with all Lutheran Church bodies in Canada. On January 1, 1961, the Minneapolis headquartered American Lutheran Church (ALC) came into being from the four continental
Lutheran constituency groups identified by Evenson. This action brought the Canada District
of the American Lutheran Church (ALC-CD) into existence. Evenson wrote,
The American Lutheran Church began to operate as a new body on January 1, 1961.
There were no spectacular ceremonies or events to mark the occasion. However, a
distinctive event took place that date in its new Canada District…. For on that day
Philip M. Jorgenson was ordained in a service at Nazareth Lutheran Church, Standard,
Alberta on a call to St. Paul’s Lutheran, Olds of the same province.65

This ALC merger brought Lutherans of German, Norwegian and Danish heritage and identity
together in both the United States and in Canada. Then, almost immediately thereafter, the
continental Lutheran Church in America (LCA) was formally created in 1962 from a merger
of the ULCA (1918) including Augustana (Swedish), Suomi (Finnish) and AELC (Danish)
Lutherans. The Icelandic Synod had also joined the ULCA. This created a complex, but
territorially distinguishable LCA Canada Section (LCA-CS) that purposefully paralleled the
ALC Canada District. The Missouri Synod had also gone through formational changes in
Canada, Albert Schwermann, active in Canadian Inter-Lutheran conversations since the
constitutional meetings of 1945, was elected the first President of the Lutheran ChurchCanada (LC-C) Federation in 1958.66 The Lutheran Council in Canada (LCIC) was then formed
in 1966 by the LC-C (Missouri Synod) as well as the Churches of the existing Canadian
Lutheran Council.67 At long last the representatives of all the largest Lutheran Church bodies
in Canada were meeting regularly. In only a few years seminarians of all these groups were
studying together at Saskatoon. Lutheranism in Canada was finally—tangibly—different.
The members of each Church body’s inter-Lutheran relationship committee were combined
to form the LCIC’s Joint Commission on Inter-Lutheran Relationships. The JCILR was
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purposed to advance delicate conversations about a common future for Lutheranism in
Canada.68
When the Charter for the ALC-CD first imagined by Evenson and his peers was
legalized on January 1, 1967 by an Act of the Canadian Parliament, the ALC-CD officially
became the “Evangelical Lutheran Church of Canada” (ELCC).69 The ELCC (legally
constituted) then had irrefutable legitimacy and full ecclesial authority to invite the LCA-CS,
and the LC-C (and other even more independent Canadian Lutheran groups) into official
“merger talks” in such a way that these Church bodies could accept the invitations. The ELCC
took this step at their convention in Camrose in 1972.70 With the acceptance of the
invitations from the ELCC, Canadian Lutheran “merger talks” became formalized. Norman
Threinen was hired as the Executive Secretary of the JCILR. Hopes for a Canadian Lutheran
merger now had momentum. Was the positive position of the ULCA/LCA-CS on the
ordination of women forgotten? What was happening?
Going back. In 1962 things had started to move in the continental Lutheran Church in
America on the ordination of women within the Canada and U.S. synods of the LCA. Canadian
Lutherans were neither passive nor removed from this movement and momentum. In the
first term of the LCA-Eastern Canada Synod with Albert Lotz as President, the LCA-ECS was
one of 14 synods that sent female delegates to the LCA continental convention in Pittsburgh.
At the 1964 Pittsburg gathering 37 of the 631 delegates were women.71 Then in March of
1965 the ordination of women was addressed boldly in the pages of the widely distributed
synodical Canada Lutheran. The LCA-ECS came out in the publication specifically confirming
itself to be in favour of expanded roles for women in church life thanks to a Letter to the
Editor by Marilyn Kalbfleisch, and thanks to two replies from Editor Roy Grosz in March and
in May.72 In an article entitled “Women and the Vote,” Grosz followed up his initial quick
reply to Kalbfleisch’s letter by pointing out that the Canada Section already had a Church
position going back to 1930, to the effect that leadership roles for women in Church/church
“were not unscriptural.”73 In “women and the Vote” Grosz reminded the people of the Church
that in 1936 it was determined by discerned decision making that gender was not a factor
regarding who can serve in leadership in the church (writing that the election of women is
neither expressly forbidden by nor contrary to scriptures, and the action either way is not
binding on conscience). Grosz framed his writing with the specific language of “whether
certain rights are withheld” for women. He also noted that Synod Presidents Lotz and Reble
had been present at the 1936 and 1938 ULCA conventions when these items were voted on.74
The tradition for the LCA-CS with respect to women was already well established by 1965.
In 1966 the Eastern Canada Synod again took women as delegates to the Lutheran
Church in America continental convention in Kansas City.75 There, an LCA-ECS delegate from
Ontario identified as Mrs. G. Laurence Buchanan derailed plans by ULCA President Franklin
Clark Fry, (successor to F. Knubel) when Fry tried to “postpone addressing the ordination of
women indefinitely.”76 This was perhaps due to Fry’s hopes for American mergers with
Missouri Synod and other Lutherans and hopes for a reunion with the post-Vatican II Roman
Catholic Church.” The delegates in convention however rejected Fry’s intended suppression
and moved the matter to debate anyway with words from a few eminent theologians—and
from Mrs. Buchanan,
Traditionally, the role of a woman has been that of a homemaker,” she said. “This has
been the opinion of almost all the men, and definitely of the men of the Lutheran
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church. If women want to go into the ministry and are qualified”, she asked, “do we
thwart their wishes simply because they are females?77

Thereafter the ULCA in convention voted for a new study
addressing the ordination of women. Mrs. Buchanan’s specific
words do not appear in the ULCA Minutes (as she added to the
discussion rather than moved a motion/amendment or presented
a report). Yet her words were preserved and featured with a
photo and cutline in the ULCA 1964 Yearbook which was sent to
all Lutheran Church bodies in North America. In 1968 the LCA
Commission on the Comprehensive Study of the Doctrine of
Ministry affirmed again that there were no biblical or theological
reasons for denying ordination to women. The ordination of
women was then formally affirmed as permissible in the
continental Church body and the matter moved forward
quickly.78
In 1970, the three synods of the Canada Section (Eastern,
Central, Western) all participated in the formation of the Figure 5 . Image courtesy of
continent-wide Lutheran Social Statement on “Sex, Marriage and Karen Kuhnert.
Family”.79 Also in 1970, the LCA’s Elizabeth Platz graduated from
Gettysburg Seminary and was ordained in November.80 Her ordination was an ordination
into the continental Lutheran denomination of American AND Canadian Lutherans. Platz’
ordination was followed only weeks later in December by Barbara Andrews of Luther
Theological Seminary being ordained by Evenson’s colleagues in the American Lutheran
Church.81 These shifts to ordaining women and living into new Sexuality statements were
most notably concurrent in 1970 with the Lutheran Council in Canada distributing the JCILR
“Affirmations and Appeal” document that “affirmed consensus for fellowship without solving
divergent positions on various aspects of the subject of the Scriptures.”82
William Hordern was in the merger movement from 1966 and he fondly remembered
the hope of the leaders in the early 1970s. He had returned to Canada from success in the
U.S. at Union Theological Seminary where he was a Teaching Assistant to both Paul Tillich
and Reinhold Niebuhr before becoming a professor himself at Swarthmore College and
Garrett Theological Seminary. Hordern had come home in 1966 to serve as President of the
seminary at Saskatoon and his first speaking engagement on return was at the banquet at
the founding of the Lutheran Council in Canada. Reflecting back from 1987, Hordern wrote,
By 1970, the JCILR was able to issue its Affirmation and Appeal in which it affirmed
that the basis for fellowship and merger did exist…. Co-operation among the three
groups in theological education at Saskatoon were well underway. The Campus
Ministries were amalgamated. It seemed in the early years of the 1970s that we were
on the verge of bringing into being one Lutheran church in Canada.83

Into this hopeful moment came the 1972 invitations to official “merger talks” by the ELCC in
Camrose, and soon thereafter the acceptance of the invitations in 1973.
According to Threinen in Toward Union: Lutheran Merger Negotiations in Canada,
1972-1978, the ordination of women was already “identified as a ‘hot issue’ in 1973. 84 Then
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beginning in 1973, “tackling” matters relating to women became an increasingly delicate and
divisive aspect of the work of the LCIC and the JCILR.85 Unmentioned is that the Lutheran
seminaries and Lutheran Campus Ministries were already addressing not only the
“ordination of women,” but also the potential ordination of gay Lutheran men if not also gay
Lutheran women.
What might the Sexuality consciousness have been among the JCILR Commissioners?
According to the list of participants published in Toward Union Mrs. D. Bowes (1979 JCILR
vernacular) served singularly alongside forty-eight Commissioners identified as ‘Mr.’, ‘Rev.’
or ‘Dr.’ from 1972-1977.86 Beginning in 1977, after ordained women were serving in
congregations across Canada, Mrs. J. Brewer from the Kitchener-Waterloo area (LCA-CS) also
joined the JCILR as a Commissioner for 1977-1978. Though Mrs. Bowes and Mrs. Brewer are
on record as Commissioners in 1977-1978, only churchmen are listed as attending the JCILR
meeting in November of 1977 when the impasse was declared, and also the October 6-7,
1978 meeting when the JCILR was discharged.87 The report of LCA-CS Standing Committee
on Inter-Lutheran Relationships indicates that Dorothy Bowes was unable to attend the May
4-6, 1977 JCILR meeting and Norman Berner attended in her stead. Did the sitz im leben of
Mrs. Bowes and Mrs. Brewer as laity and/or as married Lutheran women have any impact
on the decisions of the JCILR? And what impacts might we presume these to have been? And
what might the churchmen have known independently about Sexuality and sexualities in this
time period?
Because of the inter-Lutheran work in campus ministries and higher education—with
the required mass of reporting to all the Church bodies – it is entirely imaginable that some
of the long-standing Lutheran Church leaders must have known that some of the students
who were excelling in theological education were self-identifying gay Lutheran men and
women (vernacularly termed). Some may even have realized that the Lutheran Churches in
Canada had already ordained gay men in the decades since the Church bodies had expanded
into Chaplaincies to “follow the boys” to the trenches and the ports.88 At the very least from
1967 to 1969 leaders must have been somewhat aware of changing conceptions around
Sexuality and sexualities in church and society. Realistically, however, dates in the 1960s are
late.
Lutheran clergy were in professional positions to hear (and keep) Sexuality-related
confessions. Already in the 1930s, just after the Waterloo College of the Arts went Co-ed,
Lutheran workers of differing affiliations in the Kitchener-Waterloo area were active in the
illegal contraception economy. A.R. Kaufman was well known from legal cases to be engaging
in the distribution of condoms, diaphragms and educational materials across Canada from
his rubber plant in KW. 89 In addition, Kaufman opened a “Parents’ Information Bureau” that
provided information and access to medical staff from around the time that the first “birth
control clinic” opened in Hamilton in 1932. Kaufman, though not a Lutheran, was widely
known as one of the industrialist entrepreneurs (rubber footwear) who along with St. MarksKitchener Lutheran Gerald Hagey of B. F. Goodrich (rubber tires) was providing guidance to
the development of the Lutheran schools in Waterloo that became Wilfrid Laurier University
(WLU) and the University of Waterloo (UW).90 Many KW area Lutherans worked with and
for Hagey and Kaufman in various capacities. If Lutherans didn’t work in the industry, or use
the services provided through Kaufman’s enterprises they certainly knew through the
scandals of the legal cases covered by the media. It was not yet widely known at this time
that Kaufman was an advocate for Eugenics against the poor.91 The stigma associated with
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illegal “birth control” and Sexuality might explain why people did not speak more openly
about Sexuality before the sexual revolution, but Lutherans were not entirely naïve to
matters of Sexuality before 1967. Controlling birth had been illegal under the Criminal Code
of Canada since 1892, and as noted, faith traditions are as occupied with matters of sex as
the society around.
Controlling birth and by extension controlling sex, extended back farther in time to at
least the era of British colonial officials criminalizing Sexual culture in Upper Canada around
the mid-1800s. Historians have come to understand that there once was a more diverse
Sexual culture in Canada within the full knowledge of ruling elites without reprisal such as
was the case of George Herchmer Markland, a Palatine Lutheran descendant. Many witnesses
testified during the week-long trial of Markland in 1838.92 Academic historian Jarett
Henderson, in his writing called “File M and the Straightness of the Settler State in Early
Canada (2016), wrote,
Yet from our historical present that increasingly sees sexuality as fluid and gender
expression as complex, the striking thing is not that Markland may or may not have
been having sex with men while married to Anne Laird, but that this same-sexuality
(which according to testimony at the inquiry had been public knowledge for some
time) only came to be understood as the actions of an uncivil civil servant in the midst
of political rebellion.93

Henderson points out that Markland was an esteemed member of the “Family Compact” and
he and his wife Anne enjoyed the social status of the Church and state elite right up until the
time of the Upper Canada Rebellion for representative democracy when accusations were
laid—for realities that people were well aware of and for a long time. Now, what was actually
happening in the intimate private lives of the Marklands cannot actually be known, but what
people thought was happening—and was socially and legally permitted—is on record in the
Library and Archives of Canada.
Markland’s mother was Catherine Herkimer of THE Revolutionary War Herkimers
from Herkimer County in the Mohawk Valley of the New York Colony. Her home was a
“decision of 1776” home and her family is attached in Colonial and Haudenosaunee history
to the Battle of Oriskany. The trial of her son George touches upon one of the most wellknown families in North American and Six Nations history. Upon this family and families like
them, the flag-waiving tropes of Canadian Loyalism and American Patriotism were
established.94 In a previous paper in Consensus in 2012 this writer noted that there is a
Moravian Journal record of one of Catherine’s Lutheran neighbours explaining his
understanding of the Gospel from 1755.95 But what is to be noted is that what was happening
in the lives of George and Anne and others in their time became criminalized and stigmatized
though it had been known about in the community by the elite of church and state in both
countries.
Historians are still finding words and ways to talk about what the Markland evidence
means. In 1972 Robert J. Burns, a Canadian government historian, wrote an earlier piece on
Markland for The Body Politic a “gay liberation newspaper” as well as for the Dictionary of
Canadian Biography describing the life of George (and Anne) Markland in ways historians
and liberationists would not so describe it today.96 The writing by Burns is often cited and
his writing and its legacy may need what the Church calls a “friendly amendment.”
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Lutheran leaders in the early 1800s (and others even more influential in the Upper
Canada publics) had certain understandings about the Marklands and continued in political,
military, religious, economic and social enterprise with them. The people in the 1830s
around George Markland, just like people in the 1930s around A.R. Kaufman, were not as
naïve about Sexuality as might once have been assumed. To wit, the Sexual liberation
movements of the 60s were revolutions from imposed political oppressions within the midst
of communities that were aware of the lived realities of people in community life.
And this was not just about “lifestyles” in “big cities” in “the East.” As early as 1957
“the Pill,” an oral contraceptive, became available—under legally restricted medical
circumstances—and consequently “Family Planning” groups were created in Vancouver,
Edmonton, Calgary, Winnipeg, Hamilton, Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal. These groups
eventually united with the International Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF).97 In the
1950s and 1960s if not earlier, all across Canada, Lutheran ministers on campuses knew
things, congregational clergy knew things, the people in the pews knew things, leaders knew
things that were legally and illegally happening in the lived realities of Lutheran and
Canadian communities and campuses. How then was there such a disconnect with interLutheran dialogue and Sexuality?98
The upheavals related to Sexuality were most significant in Quebec, and specifically
Montreal. In the mid-1960s French and English, Catholic and Protestant realities were
enflamed by morality politics played out in media posturing. Pierre Elliott Trudeau was very
publicly agitating as federal Justice Minister to decriminalize “abortion, divorce and
homosexuality.”99 He was the Member of Parliament for Montreal’s Mount Royal riding
around McGill University where Lutherans had an extensive Campus Ministry. This was
happening while Montreal Mayor Jean Drapeau was codifying and conducting muchpublicized raids on Montreal’s “LGBTQ2 communities,” (to use the precise term of reference
from the 2017 Apology to LGBTQ2 Canadians from Canada’s current Prime Minister, Justin
Trudeau).100 In this time juncture, the Lutheran leaders, and many Lutheran church
members from across Canada were coming to Montreal for Expo ’67. Lutherans converged
on Montreal to experience the culture of the city and to see the Lutheran Exhibit in the
Christian Pavilion at Expo. Fry, Lotz, leaders of the Lutheran Council Canada and more
marveled at Expo ’67 as a new highwater mark in inter-Lutheran efforts in Canada. Fry and
Lotz even met with Prime Minister Lester B. Pearson in the Prime Minister’s Office in Ottawa
on that visit.101 Lutheran leaders who were meeting regularly may or may not have known
sufficient specifics on matters of Sexuality generally, and sexualities specifically, but they
were not entirely naive about the lived experiences of Lutherans, Canadians, and especially
Canadian Lutheran campus ministers and students in their shared charge in the 1960s and
early 1970s. And still merger momentum moved forward.

A Brief Middle Merger Era Begins By 1974
A middle merger era in the quest for Lutheran unity in Canada (with implications for the
“ordination of women” and Lutheran 2SLGBTQIA+ persons) can be identified as existing by
November of 1974 when approval was granted to bring Consensus: A Canadian Lutheran
Journal of Theology into being. It was purposed to make merger documents accessible for
inter-Lutheran struggle and dialogue amid difference.102 At the very same November
meeting of the JCILR (as at the founding of Consensus), the Theses on the Mission of the
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Church was agreed to and proudly published in Consensus (Volume 1: Issue 1, January 1975).
The Theses on Mission reads in part,
4. The church is in ministry to the world as its members live in ministry to one
another, for love and fellowship in the Lord are a witness in the world to the gospel.
The church is called to be the family of God transcending every barrier of race, status,
sex, and nationality.103

Transcending “every barrier of race, status, sex, and nationality” was the common aim for the
Canadian Lutheran Churches at this time, and yet as Consensus developed in its formative
years much was published regarding race and status and even nationality, but not sex.104 Sex
talk remained behind closed doors in the meetings of the Joint Commission on InterLutheran Relationships.
As already noted, at this time church and society were largely heteronormative
though somewhat changing, and direct questions about sexual practices of clergy had not yet
been required—though this would change. Rather, matters of infidelity, spousal sexual abuse
and divorce were only just beginning to occupy the people in the pew. Silence around
Sexuality was lifting and consequently impacting how the church engages in teaching,
preaching and modelling sexual ethics, sexual morality and how the church hosts a context
for finding and maintaining life partners.
Enmeshed within this considerable social change and the post-Vatican II religious
energy of the time, was change in how church leaders were approaching Scripture for
preaching, teaching and confessing the faith.105 In 1974, there was a schism within the
continental Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod
when its delegates voted in convention in New
Orleans in 1973 to declare some of the faculty at
Concordia Theological Seminary in St. Louis
guilty of “subversion of Scripture” leading to a
walk out and the creation of a seminary “in exile”
(Seminex).106 This shock impacted all Lutheran
church bodies in North America – both those in
the U.S. and in Canada because the Churches
were continental in ecclesial infrastructure.107
And then, even more shocking, in Canada,
women began to serve in altar and pulpit
ministry preaching the Word and presiding at
the font and table with sacraments. Pamela Figure 6 The 1976 ordination service for Pamela McGee,
a graduate of Waterloo Lutheran Seminary. McGee
McGee was ordained in Ontario in May of 1976 presided over the Communion Liturgy – a radical
after having studied at Waterloo.108 Her call was watershed “first” in Canadian Lutheran history. McGee
to the people of the Loyalist parish south of is seen in this photograph distributing the bread, next to
her is the event preacher, world renown Wilfrid Laurier
Ottawa on the St. Lawrence. These same University Professor Aarne Siirala, author of The Voice
Lutherans would welcome John Reble’s grand- of Illness. Siirala, along with Vernon Cronmiller,
daughter Norine Gullons as their pastor three Director of the New York-based World Hunger Appeal
for the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America were
decades later. Vivian Roberts was installed in McGee’s ordination sponsors. Photo by John Peterson,
Saskatchewan in January of 1977 after having Belleville, Ont. Courtesy of Wilfrid Laurier University
studied at Gettysburg and having been ordained Archives & Special Collections.
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by the Central Pennsylvania Synod.109 Lorraine Sommers Grislis was installed in Manitoba in
March of 1977 having been ordained by the New York Synod. 110 By March of 1977 all three
Canadian synods of the Lutheran Church in America (LCA) had experienced ordained
women’s leadership firsthand. And in Manitoba, the church had even experienced a husbandand-wife clergy-couple in the Grislis family.111
The JCILR then met from May 4-6 of 1977 with Norman Berner in the stead of Dorothy
Bowes. According to the May 20, 1977 report by Threinen to the Canada Section of the LCA
in convention, the Scriptures and the ordination of women were significant topics at this May
4-6 gathering.112 Throughout the Spring of 1977 the theological and ecclesial pressure across
the Churches and within the JCILR heightened. At the May meeting the JCILR passed four
statements related to the ordination of women that were not unanimously passed (18 in
favour, 4 against). These statements were to be circulated back out to the Church
constituencies for feedback.113 The feedback was to be gathered by Reformation Day
(October 31) in preparation for the meeting of the JCILR from November 2-4, 1977.114 The
LCA-CS gathered in convention July 8-10, 1977, and supported the four JCILR statements.115
The ELCC Church Council met and the position they took aligned with the LCA-CS.116 In
contrast, a poll of the three LC-C District presidents of the LC-C indicated that the majority of
Presidents disapproved of the proposal to ordain women in the new Church body. 117 This
LC-C position was entirely anticipatable given that
delegates to the continental Missouri Synod
convention in Dallas (July 15-22, 1977) took what
Threinen called in Toward Union “a firm stand in
opposition to the ordination of women.”118 The 1977
Dallas convention position regarding Scripture (and
by extension the ordination of women) was in
continuity with the Missouri Synod positioning since
1944 and earlier. The dream of forming a united
autonomous Canadian Lutheran Church had reached
an end over “how the Scriptures are to be viewed and
interpreted,” and connected to this, over the
“stumbling block” and “insuperable barrier” of the
ordination of women.119
It is disappointing that Consensus only began
to publish articles on the ordination of women when
the end of the merger was imminent in
October/November of 1977 (Consensus Volume 3:
Issue 4, 1977). It is disappointing that only selective
documents were published in Consensus. It is
disappointing that in late 1977, and early 1978
(Consensus Volume 4: Issue 1, 1978), that the journal Figure 7 Title page of Consensus, 4:1. Photo
only commissioned and published writings by some courtesy of Karen Kuhnert.
men about women even though more diverse
theologically-trained Lutheran writers were available. It was a particular and far-reaching
loss to the future ELCIC that Consensus never published the Commission Resolution of
November 2-4, 1977 and theologians did not have access to the thoughtfully constructed
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Confessional arguments as they were formed and voted on.120 The Resolution content was
not nearly as widely shared among the people of the churches as urged by the JCILR.
Looking back from after the LCA-CS and ELCC merger, the ELCIC Lutherans might
have been able to have recognized that in these writings there was the start of a clear and
consistent Confessional tradition around Sexuality that began long before 1977. The
conscious recognition of how these motions were framed, and were part of predecessor
traditions back to the 1930s (and earlier), would have benefitted the future church and
perhaps lessened ELCIC growing pains, traumas and vitality losses along the way. An
important direct correlation can be made between the 1977 Resolution and the 2011
Motions. For this writer, the questions establish a forma from the Confessional documents:
•

•

•

On gender modifiers and ordination:
o Resolution, 1 & 2, 1977 - Motion 28, 2011:
▪ the modifier in itself does not disqualify a candidate for rostered ministry
On conscientious objection and Local Options:
o Resolution, 3, 1977 – Motion 27, 2011:
▪ no compelling of consciences, respect difference with integrity
On discerning from within the Body of Christ:
o Resolution, 4, 1977 - Motion 26, 2011:
▪ dialogue amidst difference should continue;
▪ maintain unity in the gospel and the sacraments;
▪ refrain from actions that will divide the body of Christ.121

Instead, by 2011 animosities across the church related to the ELCIC Social Statement
on Human Sexuality and the connected motions raised
chatter across the Church. It was phrased in 2013 to
LeClaire, in the example of the “Nazareth Lutheran
Church Vote” article for the Strathmore Times, that “In
2011 the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Canada
(ELCIC) began to follow a different pathway in its
thinking.” Disconnected from Lutheran theological
understandings and historical awareness, the chatter
around 2011 was unhelpful and at times harmful. The
motion questions in 1977 and 2011 revealed the actual
Confessional undergirdings in continuity with the
Augsburg Confession of 1530 and Scripture. Instead, the
motions were seen as Church novelty, new innovations
imposed from culture and politics.
Was the lack of clarity, or perhaps transparency
in the JCILR regarding publishing and communicating in
1977 and 1978 oversight? Was a choice made about
what was to be included and what was to be excluded by
leaders managing for a still hoped-for merger? Was the
omission just part of the inter-Lutheran chaos of the Figure 8 Title page of “Toward Union:
Merger Negotiations in Canada
time? Was this perhaps more intentional suppression? Lutheran
1972-1978.” Photo courtesy of Karen Kuhnert.
And reflecting back, if Franklin Clark Fry drew the
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people’s attention to his wanting to postpone discussions on the ordination of women
indefinitely, was that really suppression, or was he actually cueing delegates and it was
veteran “churchmanship?”
Before moving on to the later merger era and consideration of the ways the described
forma is Confessional (as in the Augsburg Confession of 1530), a pause is needed for reflection.
The papers that were published in 1977 and 1978 about women by men still chafe. But what
chafes, or does not chafe, always depends on one’s own personal sitz im leben, one’s
context/s of life. This writing will also chafe some readers! No doubt, this writer will not be
able to say everything necessary nor sufficiently. Context matters. Context can lean a person
towards overly-personal and limited assessments, individualistic decision-making and
situational ethics, whereas discerning from Confessional commitments with increasingly
diverse groups of people can serve as a check as well as a balance to method of inquiry and
outcomes.
By Confession here, with a capital letter, the
intent is to refer to the historic confessions of faith
that Lutherans confess to be true and faithful
expressions of the Good News of God’s love. The faith
statements are documented, signed onto and timetested by people of faith across the challenges and
changes of contexts and traditions. To clarify, “God
loves” is a confessional utterance. It can be confessed
personally or corporately, privately or publicly. It is
also a powerful credo and it can be prayerfully
proclaimed in worship. It can even be written down
as a document of confession, and perhaps signed onto
by numbers of people in spoken or written form. And
it is most certainly true! It is a faithful expression of
the Good News. But such does not make the
confession (small c), “God loves”, authoritative for
Lutheran Church bodies as a Confession (capital C).
This confession “God loves” does not carry the
institutional authority of a Lutheran Confession
(capital C) in part because it has not been signed onto
Figure 9 Cover of the ULCA yearbook, 1967. Photo
by Lutheran reformers who risked their very lives to courtesy of Karen Kuhnert.
test and declare the Lutheran Confessions to be true
witness to the Gospel.
The words “God loves” when penned by this writer, have not been tested nor
sustained by the faithful across time. In contrast, the lengthy, discerned confession of the
Reformers at Augsburg was written down prior to the June 23-25, 1530 gathering in
Augsburg, and refined while they were at Augsburg, and then signed onto in 1530 as “the
Augsburg Confession” later published and republished as the Augsburg Confession of 1530
and it is still actively authoritative today. 122 To clarify further, it is authoritative for
Lutherans because Lutherans, individually and corporately have—by discernment—
attached themselves to it, have ascribed or subscribed themselves to it, as a Confession of
faith across history and traditions as being meaningfully true.123 The writings in 1977 and
1978 do not carry this same Confessional level of authority for Lutherans. Instead, the
https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol43/iss2/7
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articles in Consensus are more simply writings of contextual theology by Lutheran clergy and
laity engaged in reforming the modern church. And yet, the writings of those few Lutherans
eligible to be identified as Mr., Dr. or Rev. in 1977 and 1978 remain powerfully influential by
their having been published and circulated at the time, and now also having been recently
digitized and reposted. That chafes! The theological voices of these particular Church men
(their theologies from their own studies and experiences), dominate the historical
understandings of the people of the continental Lutheran Churches. Legitimacy is attributed
to them as faithfully articulating history and tradition from the Confessions—with influence
in excess of the Confessions. That’s problematic.
Valuably, the Consensus writings are instructive to understanding what these
churchmen in the era discerned and by what authorities. Significantly, they communicate
much about some human elements of the era. The term ‘human elements’ here is used a
classic catch-all phrase like Sexuality as it was used in the 1970s. It encompasses the
particularities of individuals including their anxieties and fears related to their own personal
faiths being threatened (understandings of Scripture, Scriptural authority, investigative
methods, Confessional orientations, history and traditions) as well as their selfunderstandings in their vocations both of employment (preaching, teaching, presiding) and
embodied work at home, church and in their social lives, and finally in their personal and
sexual identities in the sight of God and other people. From these writings it becomes clearer
that selves were disrupted in this time period because of changed awareness about Sexuality.
Consequently, the once personal and private sphere topics of genitalia, sexual purity,
sexuality, marriage and family, sexual orientation, sexual practices and faith based as well as
sexual ethics became “out in the open” topics in the public sphere in church and in society in
ways that unsettled settlers. All of these personal, private and public matters have continued
to occupy the church to 2022.
In this time period—though not just in this time period—the onslaught of supposed
“newness” regarding Sexuality had a Lutheran question: “What does this mean?” For
ministers, (clergy, diaconal and lay-leaders), the question also had multi-generational
implications, as in, “What does this mean for the children of the future, and also, for their
grandparents in the pew?” And of course, “What does this mean for me and for my family?”
And finally, “Who am I, given all that I have discerned at the foot of the cross of the
incarnational God?”.
Writers are always writing, as discerners are always discerning, from time-limited
knowledge in sitz im leben, and writing as public theology rather than as private confession
takes care and courage. And people are allowed—even encouraged—to change over time, to
transform, to cruciform by the power of the Holy Spirit who alighted Christ in death into
resurrection new life.124 Time that enables reflection for discernment and transformation is
important.

A Late Merger Era Begins In 1978
The late merger era of 1978-1986 only included the LCA-CS and the ELCC in merger
talks under the leadership of the Lutheran Merger Commission. The remaining
Commissioners and Churches were in agreement on the 1977 Resolution and so this did not
take up considerable time or attention after November 1977. Valuably the declaration of
International Women’s Year (1975) and the UN Decade for Women (1976-1986) were also
followed by the Ecumenical Decade in Solidarity with Women (1988-1998). This meant that
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church-wide education on matters pertaining to gendered ministry (and Sexuality generally)
remained part of the ongoing work of the theological schools and the church program staff
though this was at times stressful. Quite reasonably, once the ELCIC came into being in 1986,
the people of the geographically vast and theologically complex Church needed time to work
together towards a common identity with a survivable amount of oratio, tentatio, meditatio
and anfechtung before entering into further debates about what the JCILR statements called
“the place of men and women in the church.”
The ELCIC was just beginning its process of formation. And while the ELCIC was in
some ways a new and emerging entity that was forward-focused, the people of the ELCIC
were now part of a less-familiar church of national scope transcending Lutheranisms from
coast to coast to coast including ethnic heritages and Canadian traditions extending back 250
years in Canadian history and beyond in American and European histories. Removed from
American and other home-based Churches these Lutherans now had to be solely responsible
for their own operative theologies and the consequences thereof. What kind of Church would
this be?
The Consensus journal, meant originally to bridge
Lutherans across Lutheranisms, was always a journal with interior
genres as many are. In the beginning of Consensus back in 1974
there were three sections: papers, documents of the Joint
Commission on Inter-Lutheran Relationships and “Books In
Review”. After the ELCIC came into being in 1986 Consensus came
under the direction of Waterloo Lutheran Seminary and Lutheran
Theological Seminary in Saskatoon and a “Sermon” section was
added. A new section called “Studies and Observations” was later
added in 1991 as a “public forum” for “unsolicited articles and
briefer pieces.”125
In 1999, Consensus published the aforementioned excellent
book review by Ralph Carl Wushke (25:2, 1999) that compared
Chris Glaser’s Coming Out as Sacrament (“a queer hermeneutic for
our time”) and Stanley J. Grenz’s Welcoming But Not Affirming (“of
the love the sinner, hate the sin” category).126 In this writing, Figure 10 Cover page of
Consensus, 17:2, 1991.
Wushke skillfully utilizes a diversity of terms the Canadian
government today calls “LGBTQ2 terminology.” The number of
book reviews referencing LGBTQ2 labels around this time period hints at the increased
availability of books, and also the interest in the Lutheran community to read them and
eventually to write about them. Reading and reflecting is a good start, but this is often an
isolated and private/passive form of engagement. In the “Studies and Observations” section
in 2001, Consensus published Tim Posyluzny’s “In Favor of Blessing Same-Sex Relationships”
(27:2, 2001) this hints that Lutherans were becoming more actively engaged in thoughtful
exchanges about Church and Sexuality praxis.127 In 2012, in the Studies and Observations
section Consensus published long-serving Missionary Brian Rude’s “How Open Are We to
Healing by Healed Healers? One Missionary’s Story” a writing in direct and thoughtful
response to the 2011 ELCIC Convention by a person working steadily on the frontline of
public Church.128 These three works are Canadian and Lutheran writings and reveal a much
different culture in Consensus and in the ELCIC Churches in Canada than existed in 1977. In
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2017, in the 38th Volume, Consensus included a writing by Brazilian Lutheran André S.
Musskopf called “Cruising with Luther” within the featured articles section of Consensus.129
After the Consensus writing of Wushke in 1999, around the time of Posyluzny in 2001,
the ELCIC National Church Council commended two commissioned works to the people of
the church for discernment. The first, With Many Voices: Twenty-Five Years of Ordained
Women in Ministry 1976-2001 begins with Lynn Robertson’s ten-page history on the topic of
women and ordained ministry from the 1950s through to 2001.130 The other Sections of the
book are written by eminent Canadian sociologist Dianne Kieren based on an extensive
sociological assessment of church women and church men focused on gender, genderedexperience and gender-bias. In the Section on Suggested Actions Based on the Qualitative
Findings the following key prompt was included by Kieren and the Study Team,
5. Open the doors of the church for discussion and dialogue about controversial issues
such as feminist theologies, sexual harassment, inclusive language, the inclusion of
gays and lesbians, other sexuality issues, and social justice issues. Allow for dissenting
and prophetic voices to be heard and considered rather than silenced.131

With Many Voices primarily centered women’s experiences in telling truths from the whole
of lived Lutheran church life in Canada. Could the people interviewed have said more about
Sexuality and provided additional information of interest to searchers looking for
information on what is now called 2SLGBTQIA+? Likely.
The second work, Studies on Homosexuality and the Church (2001) alternately was an
exploratory and propositional study book revised from six Bible studies originally completed
in 1985 by New Testament Scholar Erwin Buck. The author wrote the following regarding
the original context for his studies,
At that time homosexuality was hardly spoken of in our church, relatively few gays
and lesbians had ventured to come out of the closet. Most found the climate too
inhospitable.132

Reflecting on the timeline of these two commissioned works, perhaps the “inhospitable
climate” of 1985-2001 cited by Buck is why more was not said about Sexuality in Kieren’s
interviews.
Unfortunately, the people of the church did not read or respond to With Many Voices,
and consequently diverse experiences remained unheard. Instead, the already inhospitable
churches became reactive about Studies on Homosexuality and the Church. There are big
differences between discernment-informed responding to studies, and simply reacting about
personally sensitive and uncomfortable faith-based content.
Part of the blame for the disconnect between what was commended for study and
what happened or did not happen with the two works rests with the ordained clergy. As
Pierre Berton so aptly reveals in his 1965 book The Comfortable Pew, Lutheran clergy, mostly
like Anglican clergy, have considerable leadership influence over the churches and Churches.
In short, administrative and congregational clergy act as gatekeepers of controversies.133
This was true in the heteronormatively male church of the 1950s and it remains true in the
mixed realities of the 2020s. As part of the pastoral role leaders regulate what enters into or
is excluded from the attention of the congregations in public or private prayer (oratio), study
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(meditatio) and struggle in light of the cross (tentatio, anfechtung) so the people of the
Church don’t become too comfortable or too uncomfortable.134
Berton’s writing was commissioned in the 1960s by Anglican leadership. It remains a
cutting-edge critique of the off-centered positioning of Christian churches in Canada on
controversial matters that have included equality for women and girls (sexual, ecclesial,
social and financial equality) and care for “homosexuals treated by the church as modern
lepers” (Berton’s language and Scriptural image).135 Berton’s book from 1965 details the
reactivity of the Church and people of the churches in that era, which has only somewhat
diminished today.
Sexuality dialogues were too “hot” for mixed company at the time of Berton's writing
in 1965 and were too “hot" at the time of the JCILR Resolution on Women’s Ordination in
1977, and were again too “hot” in 2001 when the ELCIC National Church Council was
commending study books on Sexuality to the people of the churches. The topic just never
seemed to cool so that the people could reasonably dialogue in public. In part, this is how the
ELCIC came to be regarded as being so welcoming yet not so loving in 2011.

Turning Outwards – Toward Confessional Understanding
Especially for Lutherans still struggling to talk together about Sexuality, and perhaps
for any person “seeking a theology that can assist in deepening a wider understanding of
identity” there is a benefit to going back to the discerned and debated documents of Lutheran
history and traditions, like the Augsburg Confession, for seeking a way forward. After the
three-way Lutheran Church merger efforts reached an impasse in 1977, the professors of
Confessions in Saskatoon and Waterloo began lifting up the distinction between what is and
is not esse, essential, to faith. This peaked around the time of the 450th Anniversary of the
Reformers’ original confession at Augsburg.136 The titles of their articles in the Consensus
journal communicate clearly the subject matters that the professors are addressing. These
articles show both the theological acumen and the pastoral skill of the professors who were
critiquing the preoccupation of contemporary leaders to seek a man-made concordat on
‘Altar and Pulpit Fellowship’ instead of investing in the theological inquiry that leads to
mission arising from living in trust and confidence in the grace gifted by God in Jesus who
comes to the world in Word and Sacrament satis est (in complete sufficiency, fully enough
and to which nothing more can be added!). Roger Nostbakken’s writings in “The Augsburg
Confession and Lutheran Unity” (1979) and “Unitas and Concordia in the Confessions:
Significance for Fellowship Among Lutheran Churches” (1981) included the following,
The assumption has been made that the ecclesiastical expression of unity must await
the kind of formulation to which we can all agree. This is putting the cart before the
horse. A.C. VII clearly states our unity is in the Gospel and Sacraments. The true unity
is in Christ Himself as He comes to us in Word and Sacrament. The question is then
not ‘can we find unity’, for we already have it, it is rather ‘how shall we express the
unity which is already there?’ The ‘satis est’ of A.C.VII is of greatest importance in
appreciating the intention of this article. It emphasizes that the central concern of the
Reformation, namely the recovery of the Gospel of justification by God’s grace alone,
is all that is needed to express the Church’s basic reality. It further emphasizes that
all other matters are subject to this one central concern.137
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The true unitas for Lutherans is already achieved in Christ and it is enough(!) prodded
Nostbakken from Saskatoon. The matter of import is “how shall we express the unity which
is already there. From this recognition of what is truly central, prime, the crux of the very
incarnational matter that is essential comes clarity as to what humans are to embrace which
is that: Christ unites without requiring uniformity, the crucified Jesus is the barriertranscending center, subject and substance of unity in Word and Sacrament gifted to those
in need of good news. From the perspective of the crux, the cross of Christ crucified, comes
clarity also as to what humans are to reject: the conscious and unconscious acting-out by
humans that gets in the way of the gift of grace and blocks the mission of God’s church for
the world.
Oscar Cole-Arnal, writing from Waterloo in 1981, prodded too in a companion article
to Nostbakken’s titled “’Concordia’ and ‘Unitas’ in the Lutheran Confessions: Dialogue within
the Reformation Spirit.” Cole-Arnal emphasized that the Confessions communicate more
than just information about what is to be trusted, more than just instructions for humans
about what humans are to embrace or reject. Cole-Arnal reinforced that the Confessions
communicate the very God humans can know and be known by in the flesh.138
From these writings, readers can begin to understand the life-giving perspective that
God chooses to be revealed as the one who does the work of rejecting human sin and
embracing human sinners without human parsing and preoccupation with what is and isn’t
sin. God does not need humans to keep and preserve the faith since God alone keeps the faith
out of God’s own self-emptying intentional love for humans without regard for human being
and human doing. The task for humans, therefore, is not to define, prescribe or defend the
faith, but to exist by God’s grace alone in the presence of the unitas and concordia God has
already established in Christ on the cross. Cole-Arnal continued,
The unitas issue so tersely described in Article VII is clarified and expanded in Articles
IV and XX, the two articles which deal with “justification” and the relationship of “faith
and works.” An examination of these propositions makes it abundantly clear that faith
was defined as trust and confidence in the grace of God experienced through Christ
and not simply as a doctrinal acceptance of a series of redemptive facts. In fact, this
latter is called a faith “possessed by the devil and the ungodly, who also believe the
history of Christ’s suffering and his resurrection from the dead.” In contrast with this
is the faith of “the assembly of all believers” who know that “in Christ” they have “a
gracious God” and truly know God. Instead of a one-dimensional scholastic or
cognitive faith, Melanchthon asserted that the Gospel and faith were characterized by
the experiential intimacy and trust so profoundly described by the Hebrew verb “to
know.” Unitas had as its sure foundation a community of acceptance growing out of a
covenant of costly graciousness that involved the outpouring of a broken-hearted
God. It is not the doctrine of justification by faith which is the basis of unity, it is rather
the personal and corporate experience of justification by faith.139

Beautiful! “Unitas had as its sure foundation a community of acceptance growing out of a
covenant of costly-graciousness that involved the out-pouring of a broken-hearted God!
Beautiful—and also heart-breaking. Nostbakken and Cole-Arnal delivered these papers at a
symposium of Lutherans who were able to commonly say the rite of “Confession and
Forgiveness” together as printed in the North American Lutheran Book of Worship, and yet
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the symposium participants were barred from sharing together the communion meal of
God’s true and real presence by ecclesial prohibition.
In some ways it was as if leaders had walked out of the symposium without hearing
Cole-Arnal say,
Our task is not to transport the sixteenth century Lutheran Church to twentieth
century Canada. Rather we are to look to our common confessional history and, in
dialogue with each other, bring our varied gifts and experiences into that process of
unitas and concordia which becomes our continual task until faith becomes sight….140

In such writings by these professors of Confessions a definition for being Lutheran in Canada
and a theological identity in and beyond Lutheranisms is presented, and yet still larger
Church politics and personal preoccupations with self-understandings prevailed and
reinforced unnecessary barriers between Lutherans.
Nostbakken in 1981 reminded the Church leaders and Consensus readers that the
Augsburg Confession was already commonly confessed independently by each individual
Canadian Lutheran group engaged in the process of seeking merger, and also collectively by
them together as published and circulated by the “Affirmation and Appeal” document they
jointly affirmed in the 1970s. Nothing more was needed but to live into the Gospel.
That was forty years ago. What is the thinking today? In 2005, Gordon Jensen, a
current professor of Confessions described the “Lutheran Confessional approach” in an
article for Consensus about the future of theological education. Jensen wrote,
The confessional approach, for Lutherans, involves vulnerability, a willingness to
explore, to listen, to reason together out of conviction but not oppression, to clearly
keep in mind what is of the essence (esse) of the church, what is helpful for its wellbeing (its bene esse), and what is adiaphoron.8 If the church dares to embark upon a
journey into the future with a confessional approach, one which models for the
church a committed dialogue as to what is of the essence for salvation, what is helpful
for its well-being, and what is adiaphora, then the seminaries can be a valuable
resource in that journey.”141 [Jensen’s reference 8 reads] “While these distinctions
[esse/esse bene or adiaphora] appear simple and clear, the church has always had
enormous difficulty discerning to which category the challenging issues belong.”142]

This writer takes all these quotations to mean, that for the professors of the Confessions, selfabsorptions in non-esse (adiaphora), meaning non-essential modifiers to the faith, should not
motivate harmful externalizing behaviors. Nor should they prompt retreating into toocomfortable conclaves and cocoons (curvatis in se). Both of these are human actions
impeding the matter of greatest importance, the unitas and concordia that God in Christ has
already established.143
Faith-based and non-faith-based readers can now better understand that it is in this
Lutheran Protestant context, where marriage, celibacy and ordination are not sacraments,
that the ordination rite itself and the credentialling of the candidate to ordained Word and
Sacrament ministry are not esse to—essential to—the faith. In the Lutheran perspective, God
is and does, and shares what is essential. Since God is and does and shares what is essential,
gender as physiology, gender expression, sexual identity, sexual orientation and more may
be helpful, even beneficial, but these are not essential in this theological sense. The Churches
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of 1977 and the Church in 2011 would have benefitted from more attention to the final part
of the forma (Resolution, 4, 1977 - Motion 26, 2011) on preserving and discerning from
within the Body of Christ while seeking understanding, and from less heat on the already hot
Sexuality topics of the earlier parts of the forma (Resolution, 1 & 2, 1977 - Motion 28, 2011,
and Resolution, 3, 1977 – Motion 27, 2011). In the Lutheran faith tradition, the
preoccupations with what humans are, and are or are not doing, should not obscure the most
important/essential matter of clarity regarding who God is and what God is doing.
A thorough and careful read of the pre-decision writings and recorded commentary
of the discussions and debates from prior to the 2011 votes reveals that some activists
agitating for and against same-sex blessings (vernacularly termed) misunderstood the 2011
motions to be framed as a theological work-around, a political dodge on dealing with
Sexuality generally, and sexuality specifically. It was problematic that the Sexuality and
sexuality aspects were connected to the language of “no concern”.144 There were simple
misinterpretations around the plain meaning of the English phrase “of no concern.” There
were misunderstandings about the theological meaning of the Reformation-era concept of
adiaphora as “of no concern”. A more life-giving interpretation would have been to recognize
the Lutheran Confessional understanding of adiaphora (of no concern) as set against esse
(that which is of essential concern).
The motions were Confessionally framed, meaning guided by truths found in the
Augsburg Confession based on the confessed faith delivered at Augsburg, and further
revealed as living and present in the lives of reformers then and since—such that nothing
more is needed but to get out of the way of what God is already so graciously doing. The
professors of Confessions urged Lutherans to end personal and situational defenses of the
faith (neither necessary nor helpful) and to live in and ever into unity amidst diversity
(essential AND beneficial, esse bene) for the sake of God’s purposes in Christ’s coming to the
world in need. This is, of course, for humans not easy. Some human beings are better able to
bear vulnerability and explore without oppression than others.
At the time of Nostbakken and Cole-Arnal’s writing, internationally recognized Luther
scholar and professor of religion at Wilfrid Laurier University, Aarne Siirala, was advancing
conceptions around what were later spoken of as “human elements.” Citing Siirala from a
paper no longer available, Cole-Arnal helpfully summarized some of what Siirala was
communicating in order to emphasize at the symposium the importance of recognizing how
personal experiences impact presuppositions in operative theologies, and thereby impact
discernments and thereafter outcomes. Cole-Arnal wrote,
When Siirala states that “the channel of consciousness is simply too narrow to be the
only channel through which the living waters of grace reach us,” he is asserting a
reality that is part of all identity formation.” Fruitful dialogue requires the recognition
that participants speak out of experiential depths of which they are unaware (“the
unconscious”), depths rooted in both their own personal development and the
socioeconomic milieu of which they have been a part.145

Siirala’s paper cited by Cole-Arnal is unpublished. Yet readers can approach Siirala’s own
treatment in an adjacent writing, “Transpersonal and Personal in Luther's Life and Theology”
in Consensus (Volume 8, Issue 4, 1982).146 The value of recognizing powerfully conscious and
unconscious experiences for the purpose of gaining insight into the identities and theologies
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of selves and others was taught in the field of Pastoral Care and Counselling at Waterloo
Lutheran Seminary. Theologians were trained to be alert in modern parlance, to the
conscious and unconscious human elements that reveal and also “trigger” “fight-flight” or
more recently re-termed “fight-flight-dissociate” reactions.147 This is not a new discovery,
Nostbakken points to Luther’s own Reformation-era words in reply to Melanchthon’s draft
of the Augsburg Confession wherein Luther is commending Melanchthon’s ability to write
towards the unity the Reformers treasure, which often exceeds Luther’s own personal
capacities. Luther acknowledged that he was more easily “triggered” and triggerable than
Melanchthon. And Luther triggered others, friends and opponents alike. Human elements get
in the way of esse bene dialogues in Churches committed to the Word of God in its truth and
purity and the sacraments administered according to their institution by Christ Jesus. It has
always been so. This is not limited to Lutherans, or Christians: it is a human condition.
The ELCIC that came into being in 1986 was not a merger of just two homogeneous
Church bodies, rather it was the final merger of many peoples with differing theologies that
developed out of individual and group sitz im lebens. By 2011 these peoples had not yet come
to agreement together about Sexuality (sex, marriage, family, gender, gender roles, and so
on as previously named in this writing). With no commonly agreed upon statements or
positions on Sexuality from which to base Church policies, Church leaders were boxed-into
ex-officio conversations about sexual mores, boundaries, abuses, practices and scandals, and
leaders were harangued from all sides.148 The confluence of human elements in the midst of
the swirling chaos of change without guiding policies, trust, humility and relationships
resulted in all Canadian Lutherans being proximate to the triggering of fight-flight-dissociate
reactivities.
In 2003, Waterloo Lutheran Seminary was able to have a healthy mixed-gender teamtaught seminary course on Adam and Eve by Sarah Dille, an Old Testament Biblical Scholar,
and also Oz Cole-Arnal, as a professor of Confessions. However, between 2004 and 2008 the
community climate became so deteriorated that the graduate students needed to negotiate
our own student-solidarity code of honour to reduce the anxieties in the learning contexts.
Members of the community were actually straight, gay, married, divorced, common-law,
single and celibate, single and not-celibate. There were trans Lutherans around the
community already by 2006. The ethnically, racially and religiously diverse (Christian and
Multi-faith) community was of many minds on these matters of theology and Sexuality. Of
the Christian students, there was a matrix of theological views among students who were
Unitarians, Catholics on a spectrum and individuals who had only just left Old Order
Mennonite communities. Also in this mix there were ELCIC and Missouri Synod Lutherans
additionally wrestling with the Lutheran lens of the gift of free grace and specifically the
radical nature of Article IV of the Augsburg Confession on justification by grace alone.149
Students in formation towards Lutheran ordination were particularly vulnerable to campus
guests and visitors from both the pews and the pulpits exerting influence upon students
since guests and visitors to the public campus and chapel were not under ex-officio guidance
in the way that faculty, bishops and synod-office staff were. Ordination candidates were
dealing with human elements in the Candidacy Committees, in the placement congregations
in the era of ‘Caring Conversations’ and also in the wider church community that became
increasingly volatile once a vast number of position papers were submitted to the National
Church Council on ‘Same-sex Blessings’ and other related matters.
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In the writings to the National Church at this time, ELCIC Lutherans revealed more
than just their carefully constructed or still-forming theologies, they exposed—to colleagues,
friends, critics, congregants and potential employers—their conscious and unconscious
religious pieties, their intellectual and academic capacities, their understandings and
misunderstandings about life and theology and their vulnerable thoughts and emotions
related to details about their intimate relationships and sexual orientations. This was an
intense emotional time. Sides were taken, some based on false recollections, some based on
lack of insight. Thereafter there were loud sides, and also loud silences.
We had the tool, in Douglas John Hall’s expansive three volume set Thinking the Faith
(1991), Professing the Faith (1996) and Confessing the Faith (1998) to consider what was
happening among the people of the Church from the perspective of Luther’s theologia crucis,
Luther’s “key signature of the Reformation,” but we did not have the necessary capacities—
particularly time—for perspective and reflection from difference.150 In our contextuality as
students-in-formation in the middle of the Sexuality debates this was a sometimes-painful
time to be objectively learning about, and subjectively observing and participating in
Christian ethics and praxis. And with this in mind, two additional writings stand out in
Consensus that are worth recalling. In 1987 Consensus published Walter Freitag’s
“Fundamentalism and Canadian Lutheranism.” In this writing Freitag forewarned of
politically organized sometimes militant fundamentalists—including Lutheran
fundamentalists penetrating dialogues.151 Then in 1994 Consensus published William
Hordern’s “The Mission of the Church Today.” In this writing Hordern highlighted Canadian
contextual changes that should prompt compassion given the rapidly increasing culture
shocks that at times “overwhelm” and “bewilder” people spilling-over compulsively into
unethical behaviors.152 Hopefully it reads as obvious that these references to militant
fundamentalisms and unethical behaviors are meant to open up the time context of Tote’s
observations in 2011. It may be that our Lutheran Church, Churches and churches now have
sufficient capacities to process what happened, what is still happening, and what it means;
perhaps this topic has sufficiently cooled to permit dialogue, discernment, and responses
beyond reactivity. And perhaps not. Both of these articles by Freitag and Hordern should be
reread so as to reflect upon the original contexts as well as contexts and reactivities of 1977,
2011 and also this our time of global pandemic.
Had the people of the church been able to better understand Confessionally what was
happening with the resolution on the essential unity of Lutherans in Christ without
restriction/regard for gender-based ordination in 1977, perhaps Tote could have proclaimed
the church to be more profoundly welcoming and loving, “for love and fellowship in the Lord
are a witness in the world to the Gospel and the Church is called to be the family of God
transcending” – transcending every barrier of human element and every human made
barrier of race, status, sex and nationality as once written in the 1974 Mission Theses
(Consensus Volume 1, Issue 1).153 And yet, this writer once penned an article for Consensus
on the unhelpfulness of Lutheran “If Onlys…” and the hope, power and possibilities of “Only
Ifs” as in, “only if God’s Lutheran people remember who they actually are can things be
different.”154
Here now is the historical hinge. Decisions with the ELCIC Social Statement on Human
Sexuality and Motions 26-28 in 2011 connect back to the ordination of women in the 1970s
and connect back further to ecclesial moves that thwarted merger efforts in the 1940s, and
connect back even farther to the discerning of women’s place in the church in 1936, and in
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society at least as far back as when Louise Tweitmeyer and Ella Koch were actively welcomed
into or excluded from God’s mission in higher education by Gospel-conscious Lutheran men.
The ELCIC Social Statement on Human Sexuality and Motions 26-28 in 2011 also connect
forward to the ELCIC convention decision to create the ELCIC Task Force on Addressing
Homophobia, Biphobia and Transphobia and the growing movement within the ELCIC (as
pointed out in the Winnipeg Free Press, Feb. 16, 2021) to stop the continued “violence against
and criminalization of LGBTTQ+ people” around the world as Canada did way back in 1969
when Pierre Elliott Trudeau was Prime Minister of Canada.155 The 2017 Apology to LGBTQ2
Canadians from Canada’s current Prime Minister, Justin Trudeau was followed on June 21,
2018 with the unanimous passing of Bill C-66, the Expungement of Historically Unjust
Convictions Act in the House of Commons and in the Senate.156 The press statement for Bill
C-66 reads that
Discrimination and harassment are unacceptable and cannot be tolerated. All
Canadians, regardless of sexual orientation, gender identity and expression must be
able to live their lives free from stigma, violence, discrimination and prejudice.157

The unanimous passing of Bill C-66 by all Members of Parliament and the Senate is a
powerful and unambiguous signal as to what justice can look like in Canada and in the world.
In her most recent presentation to delegates at the March 2022 Global Interfaith Commission
on LGBT+ Lives, National Bishop Susan Johnson advanced decisions made by the ELCIC
taken—not from culture or politics—but from difficult disciplined discernment as led by the
Spirit.158 Her actions, described by John Longhurst for the Free Press in his 2021 article, are
in continuity and congruity with decisions that have been taken by the ELCIC and its
predecessor Churches in Canada since at least the 1920s as led by individuals like Nils
Willison in Waterloo. Longhurst described it this way,
Bishop Susan Johnson of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Canada (ELCIC),
headquartered in Winnipeg, signed it [the Declaration against violence,
criminalization and conversion therapy] because "it reflects the theology, policies and
practices of our church.
For Johnson, signing it is a way to show the ELCIC upholds the dignity of all people,
respects the value of each person as a unique child of God, and wants to include
everyone, regardless of their sexual orientation, as members of the body of Christ and
as co-workers in ministry. ‘The ELCIC is working to fully become a safe and
welcoming place for people of all sexual orientations, gender expressions and gender
identities,’ she said. 159

Beautiful! Confessional! What then of the unity in the Gospel of God’s Church among
Lutherans in Canada? Diverse Canadian Lutheran dialogue has not been possible since
November 7, 1977, when News Release (#21-11) made it public that the all-Lutheran merger
talks had ended, and much of what happened with the ordination of women was dismissed
and women were blamed for ruining hopes for a united Lutheran Church in Canada.160
Indeed, it is still difficult to talk about uncomfortable things among people you
theologically agree with, and all the more so with people you theologically disagree with, and
particularly so with those who—when triggered—are inclined to lash-out reactively
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(perhaps militantly) with unethical behavior or to bolt into false certitudes of comfortable
conclaves and cocoons as though self-initiated fight-flight is necessary and salvific because
God’s saving and transforming grace is not really truly present and enough! Nonetheless,
Jesus knew something about doing theology in uncomfortable contexts. It is from the very
Christ on the Cross that we are to take our cue as Lutheran Christians. It is the call of our time
to do as Jesus did in order to love one another as Jesus loved and loves.

What does this mean for us today?
In 2013, the Strathmore Times, writer Shannon LeClaire interviewed the pastor and
members of Nazareth Lutheran Church in Standard, Alberta at the time when the
congregation was facing a decision regarding whether their congregation would stay with
the ELCIC or leave. LeClaire wrote,
Many people will state that it’s because of the approval of the social statement on
human sexuality, but in reality, that is only one small factor in the grand scheme of
things. …. To date in Alberta more than 30 churches have left the ELCIC to join other
Lutheran bodies. Of the 78 ballots, there were 31 in favour of the split, 46 against it
and one spoiled ballot.161

In 2013 Nazareth Lutheran Church was struggling and also discerning oratio, tentatio,
meditio with what they were called by God to be and to do, they were on a quest to
understand what was happening and where they belonged in God’s Church. Members of the
Nazareth congregation highlighted the ELCIC Social Statement on Human Sexuality as among
their concerns. They also noted that there were financial and pragmatic resource concerns
that were top of mind for congregants. This was also true of other congregations and
individual Lutherans after the merger, as happens after mergers.162 The people of the
Canadian Lutheran Churches were struggling and continue to struggle, and also to discern.
Congregations are not the only ones questing and questioning.
From 2018 to 2022 I have received more inquiries than I can count from Lutherans
across the country – male, female, trans, genderqueer, gay and straight as well as from
scholars whose sitz im leben I don’t know, asking about the history of the ELCIC and what
this Consensus article calls 2SLGBTQIA+. As the documents of the ELCIC and predecessors
are public, the records are searchable for the LCA-CS and its synods, and for the ELCC and
predecessors (the Canadian constituencies of the American Lutheran Church, the Danish
United Evangelical Church, the Norwegian Lutheran Church of Canada, and the Lutheran
Free Church, to name some). It would not have been difficult for me to provide quick links to
public records or to a webpage or two linking the searcher to either shallow contemporary
answers to questions that weren’t really being asked, or overly complex or perhaps
ambivalent historical content that might only wound or confuse more than inform. But the
Lutherans who contacted me were not really asking about content for thinking the faith, or
professing the faith, they wanted to be able to confess the faith already theirs via the theology
of the cross and this cannot be entrusted to a web-search. Concurrently, non-Lutheran
students and scholars are interested in thinking and professing about the objective content
of the Church, but they also want to build knowledge on correct understandings. As this
paper has demonstrated, it can be difficult both to understand and to articulate necessary
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meanings related to nuanced and changing terms. So saying is not meant to be polemical, it
is merely the reality.
In contrast, the Gospel, as Nostbakken and Cole-Arnal point out, is quite simply and
clearly communicated as the personal and corporate experiential intimacy and trust so
profoundly described by the Hebrew verb “to know.” For Lutherans such knowing is via the
outpouring of a broken-hearted God in Christ with the sure foundation of a community of
acceptance growing out of a covenant of costly graciousness as its unitas. And yet the human
articulation of this Gospel is never so perfectly simple or fulsome; humans are driven by
human elements and as such it is particularly concerning that web content can as easily lead
searchers to Lutherans for, or Lutherans against, persons of any gender or sexual complexity
without realizing this to be the case.
Web content is now the meat on the bones of much undergraduate scholarship and
“asking Google” is common for people of all ages, yet use of the internet can be Good News,
and/or, bad news. Searchers could Google and find the modern LCIC, Lutherans Concerned
in Canada – Society for Diversity Awareness and its renewal form as Reconciling Works just
as easily as its opposite NALC and NALC’s associate LutheranCORE (LCORE) and infer from
these what it means to be God’s people who identify and/or express as Lutheran.163 The
Reconciling Works positioning says, “We are Lutherans working with the recognition that
racism, sexism, ageism, able-ism, heterosexism, homophobia, and all the other artificial
distinctions that seek to raise one group into privilege and preference over another, conspire
together to diminish our world and church.”164 The 2022 LCORE brochure highlights
“traditional marriage” and publishes articles against critical race theory (bolded highlight
theirs).165 These are very different claims from different faith-bases despite the use of a
common Lutheran label. What becomes of their kerygma? In other words, “What does that
mean in the light of the Gospel?” What does it mean for their proclamation?
Let me clarify by being purposefully obscure as preaching-pastors sometimes choose
to be in order to communicate a complicated point. Readers who have been watching the U.S.
Supreme Court Confirmation Hearings with Senator Ted Cruz quoting the “I Have a Dream”
speech of Martin Luther King Jr. to Ketanji Brown Jackson while probing her on gender
matters and Critical Race Theory will recognize that something of the level of dog-whistling
is happening in this example. What is happening is likely not just happening in American
politics proper but also in American Lutheranism. How are Canadian ears hearing what’s
happening?166 Cruz is the Republican junior U.S. senator for Texas. Brown Jackson is a
Washington-based racialized woman. Their national context is American and ours Canadian,
but it is appropriate to ask nonetheless, “What is happening there?” It is appropriate to ask
because the same or a similar thing may be happening here.
Our Canadian reactivities to shocks in our own time and place can be seen in the 2022
trucker/fundamentalist Christian/White Supremacist and anarchist alliances formed during
the winter of 2022 that had automatic weapons being stockpiled at the Canada-U.S. border
near Coutts and the Canadian Parliamentary district being besieged in Ottawa. It was
unsettling to watch live social media footage of Christian hymns being sung while members
of the media were being harassed to a visual backdrop of the ’Join or Die’ snake from the
American Revolution—while Confederate flags from the American Civil War context were
being paraded alongside swastika flags right in Canada’s Capital, right in front of our
Parliament buildings.167 What is happening? How many of the faith-based or non faith-based
Canadian participants amidst the flag-waving and hymn-singing even understood the larger
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perspective on what they were communicating and participating in? Calling back to earlier
in this paper, contextually Canadian Lutheran autonomy and identity were once pursued in
response to complicated positionings of Canadians in wars. For Canadian Lutheran historical
thinkers and theologians of the cross after Auschwitz this flag-waiving and hymn-singing is
certainly not just about freedom in the context of COVID. 168 We cannot forget the lessons
learned from history about theologies and policies of life and theologies and policies of death.
We must remember for the future.
For Lutherans, what is heard matters, what is heard in context matters, and what it
means, matters. Do Canadian Lutherans today really understand what they are
communicating and participating in when they join, or merge, or start up any cross-border
groups, particularly but not exclusively Lutheran groups? Canadian searchers exploring
identities today by looking up the labels ‘Lutheran’ and ‘2SLGBTQIA+’ could just as easily
arrive on the internet at a discerned Canadian Lutheran theology article in Consensus, as at a
contextually Canadian academic writing about the church, as at a wide diversity (not binary
or polarity) of Lutheran Canadian writings arising directly out of the Sexuality debates in the
2000s from which some people shopped for their theologies reactively rather than doing the
careful disciplined work of creating healthy life-giving identities from systematics.169 Could
unsupported searchers today safely discern the difference? Unlikely. There were ethical
writers among these many writers; concurrently there were also indulgence peddlers
trolling seminary halls and church phone directories looking for vulnerable people to buy
what they were selling, clink clink.170 Even in theologies it is buyer beware, and that is why
Canadian Lutherans have worked so hard and at considerable investment to establish
credible Lutheran seminaries in Canada.171
The Lutheran witness in Canada is more complex now than it has been since the
middle merger era. NALC and Reconciling Works for example, both endorse the ordination
of women as being Lutheran contra the Missouri Synod, and yet the gender politics are
distinguishable by NALC referencing “gender ideology.” In “An Open Letter from Religious
Leaders” (2017) NALC is a signatory to the following, “We come together to join our voices
on a more fundamental precept of our shared existence, namely, that human beings are male
or female and that the socio-cultural reality of gender cannot be separated from one’s sex as
male or female.”172 Even trained Lutheran theologians would be confused by NALC and
LCORE holding “Traditional Marriage and Family” as one of seven points of “Common
Confession” (capital letters theirs, emphasis mine).173 NALC and LCORE may hold anti2SLGBTQIA+ in common, but by what construction do they understand themselves to be
confessionally, or Confessionally, Lutheran? To clarify now, the merger momentum towards
an autonomous Canadian Lutheran Church ended abruptly for some in 1977 and has been
reversed for others in the 2000s; the nuances of our times are too complex and complicated
for simple web searches; Lutherans in Canada need to end the sides and silences and dare to
dialogue again across differences for the sake of unity in the Gospel.

Toward Tomorrow, the Ecclesia Semper Reformanda by God’s
Transforming Grace
At the First Convention of the ELCIC in 1987, “homosexuality” was just an emerging
matter in an inhospitable climate in an organization that did not yet have a firm sense of self.
The early/temporary statements and policy positions of the ELCIC were inherited from the
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predecessor Lutheran church bodies in very different sitz im lebens. The people of the ELCIC
had not yet had time and opportunity to study together Scripture, Confessions, history and
tradition as well as to engage and discern with one another amidst and across differences of
language, culture, geography, history, theological education, or gendered, marginalized and
excluded experience. It is into this still formational context that the first ELCIC national
bishop Donald Sjoberg, a veteran of the merger movements from the 1954 Today-Tomorrow
Conference addressed God’s people in the following way in his first President’s Report to
Convention delegates:
We face a variety of human needs and perplexing social issues. How will we respond
with integrity? What shall be our stance in respect to issues such as capital
punishment, aboriginal rights, abortion, homosexuality, poverty and acid rain? Can
we initiate an informed and pastoral response to victims of AIDS? Are we able to deal
with these sensitive areas and still respect our own differences on positions and
strategies?”
Our church continues to be informed and guided by the social statements of the
predecessor churches until we have our own statements. Social statements do not by
themselves “feed the hungry and clothe the naked.” They do provide a context for
ongoing discussion and learning and form a basis for addressing government. They
may result in actions by individuals and institutions which achieve needed changes
in systems so that the hungry will be able to feed themselves.
Not all of our membership are of one mind in respect to the various and complex
social issues of today. Correspondence and articles in Canada Lutheran illustrate the
diversity of opinion, a healthy sign in our church. The growing area is our willingness
to listen to and learn from each other, as always keeping the gospel in the center.
Legalism has a way of sneaking in. Dr. Joseph Sittler offers wise counsel concerning
ethical judgements which must be made when there are no easy answers. He suggests
that ethical decisions might be seen as an offertory: “This seems to me the right and
morally appropriate thing to do. I offer it to God in hope that it may be acceptable but
if it is not, then I can simply rest, in my own ignorance, on the forgiveness of God.174

In so saying, Sjoberg, the first national bishop of the ELCIC, was lifting up the unity and also
the diversity needed for the complicated times of the church in the 1980s. He did so utilizing
a harvest motif from Matthew’s Gospel that rejoins to the beginning of this paper with the
2011 convention sermon by current national bishop Susan Johnson.175 From the convention
highlights, she said,
Throughout history, people have used a variety of ways, some mild, some extreme to
separate ‘us’ from ‘them’, Who’s them? Why the weeds of course! And we know who
the weeds are. We can separate wheat from weeds, right? But after considering the
many categories we try to use to separate ‘wheat’ from ‘weeds’ and the inherent
difficulties of that, maybe, just like the servants in today’s parable, we are not given
the job of separating wheat and weeds because we don’t have the ability. We can’t do
it. Rather, the point of the parable is that Jesus was and is here with the weeds and
the wheat. He did not differentiate among those he associated with, among those he
loved. The point is that in the overwhelming love of Jesus, the barriers come down.176
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Their sermons twenty-five years apart point listeners away from the anxieties of the field
towards the Lord of the harvest who, as Johnson put it “lavishes care” on the whole crop.177
Our national bishops
point purposefully, just as
Luther pointed purposefully in
the famous visual sermon that
is the Predella: Martin Luther
preaching (Figure 10). All
these leaders, respectively
Luther, Sjoberg, and Johnson,
point—as theologians of the
Figure 11 Lucas Cranach the Younger and workshop, Predella: Martin Luther
cross are wont to do—they Preaching, Stadtkirche Wittenberg, painted between 1547 and 1548,
point away from their own https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lucas_Cranach_d.J._positionings and personalities, _Reformationsaltar,_St._Marien_zu_Wittenberg,_Predella.jpg.
they point away from their own human elements expressing; they point to where truth is
hidden and revealed by Christ on the cross.
It has been more than ten years since the 2011 ELCIC convention with the previously
described motions and the adoption of the first ELCIC Social Statement on Human Sexuality.
It has been more than forty years since the dream of the merger of ‘the three’ ended abruptly,
and the result was a partially achieved dream that brought the ELCIC into being as a coast to
coast to coast but incomplete autonomous Canadian Lutheran Church. In some places today
among Lutherans in Canada, the conclaves and cocoons remain solidly fixed, closed in, and
yet elsewhere change is happening. Whether Lutherans discern the changes to be good news
or bad news remains to be understood.
From Sjoberg’s Report and sermon preached at the 1st Convention in 1986, it is timely
to ask, “Did the church that resulted from the merger movement in Canada begun back long
before the Home Missions Conference of 1944, respect our own differences when facing
human need and perplexing social issues?” The Motions of the 13th Convention in 2011 which
were in alignment, in forma, with pre-merger decisions going back to the predecessor church
bodies and ordination of women in the 1970s, were actually heard by some to be the Good
News described in the Augsburg Confession Article IV (the radical welcome and love of God
who justifies by grace alone through faith alone) in-keeping with what is confessed in Article
VII (the sufficient and essential unity of the Church in Christ who comes in Word and
Sacrament). And yet, for other Lutherans, the decisions of 2011 represent quite the opposite.
The last word in this article for the Consensus Journal of Public Theology will be given again
to one of the professors of the Lutheran Confessions.
In Consensus 36:1 of 2015, Gordon Jensen recalls William Hordern’s words in
Hordern’s book Living By Grace,
Christians will not always agree upon which actions are most loving in concrete
situations.… This tendency of Christians to reject fellow Christians because of
different ethical conclusions often results in a lack of openness and honesty between
Christians.… When Christians get together they carefully avoid bringing up political
or social issues because they fear that disagreement in these areas will destroy their
Christian fellowship.178
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Jensen then continues with his own confession,
Forgotten in the process is the life-giving power of the Gospel that tears down walls
and opens sealed tombs. Feelings or experiences, as fickle as they are, cannot bring
life and salvation into relationships any more than the law can bring dry bones to life.
Only God’s grace can bring life and destroy the barriers and walls between church
and society.179

The future for the Lutheran church is not the pursuit of a unity of uniformly confessing
believers, but in living into and out of that already established unity in Christ by Christ alone
who can bring life out of conclaves of fears and out of cocoons of phobias by destroying
human made barriers that divide. Being real—this is challenging and at times painful. The
struggle is real. Nonetheless, this self-emptying Jesus, subject and substance of unity calls the
church to mission for neighbours in need in fields where the Lord of the harvest continues
to lavish care and bountifully feed the hungry.
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provided, thecanadianencyclopedia.ca, "Women’s Movements in Canada: 1960–85," The Canadian Encyclopedia.
Historica Canada, September 09, 2016; last edited September 12, 2016,
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/womens-movements-in-canada-196085. This citation begins
“Women’s movements (or, feminist movements) during the period 1960–85 — often referred to as second-wave
feminism — included campaigns in support of peace and disarmament, equality in education and employment, birth
control and an end to violence against women. Movements also tackled women’s representation in everything from
advertising to dress, insisted on respect for non-mainstream identities and demanded reform of government and the
law.” Take note of the 1973 picture with the cutline “Gays of Kitchener-Waterloo” and the designation that the
photo is from the 1973 Pride-Week in Toronto. A timeline of feminism with references to critiques around
intersectionalities is provided by Andrea Eidinger, "Feminism," The Canadian Encyclopedia. Historica Canada,
December 15, 2020; last edited December 15, 2020, https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/feminism.
To understand the wider perspective on Sexuality in Canada up to the 1970s, particularly, but not exclusively with
regards to women, read the historic Report of the Royal Commission on the Status of Women in Canada. Research
for the Report of the Royal Commission was concurrent with the Government of Canada beginning to move to
“decriminalize homosexuality” in 1967. The Report is available online from the website of the Government of
Canada: Femmes et Égalité des genres Canada/Women and Gender Equality Canada, women-genderequality.canada.ca, “Royal Commission on the Status of Women in Canada,” March 31, 2021, https://womengender-equality.canada.ca/en/commemorations-celebrations/royal-commission-status-women-canada.html. A
succinct YouTube recording from CBC LIFE captures McMaster University Sociologist Tina Fletcher providing “A
Brief History of Canada’s Sexual Revolution,” CBC LIFE, uploaded March 13, 2022, YouTube video, 2:42,
https://www.cbc.ca/life/video/a-brief-history-of-canada-s-sexual-revolution-1.6396747.
12
This writer is no longer current in the field of Women and Gender Studies having now shifted to historical inquiry
instead. In Canada, however, guidance to institutions in the area of history and archives is provided by the
government’s Women and Gender Equality Canada branch highlighted above. The Canadian Encyclopedia and
Dictionary of Canadian Biography are significant sources for this article in Consensus because they are vetted
Canadian online alternatives to Wikipedia that are also written for the public. Always check entries for dates. The
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Encyclopedia and Dictionary are intended to be non-geographically bound alternatives to Canadian brick and mortar
museums and archives. The Dictionary of Canadian Biography is closely linked to the Canadian Museum of History
and Library and Archives Canada. More information on the Dictionary of Canadian Biography is found at
http://www.biographi.ca/en/about_us.php. The Canadian Encyclopedia is closely linked to the Government of
Canada Department of Canadian Heritage. More information on The Canadian Encyclopedia is found at
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/about. It has a knowledge collection for “lgbtq2s-communities-incanada” and this content can be explored at https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/collection/lgbtq2scommunities-in-canada. For an example of a citation see, Krishna Rau, "Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender
Rights in Canada," The Canadian Encyclopedia, Historica Canada, article published June 16, 2014; last edited
December 02, 2021, https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/lesbian-gay-bisexual-and-transgenderrights-in-canada. Until October 26, 2021, the LGBTQ2 Secretariat of the Canadian Government was located within
Canadian Heritage and was then moved to Women and Gender Equality and Youth. The work of the Secretariate is
found at https://women-gender-equality.canada.ca/en/free-to-be-me/about-lgbtq2-secretariat.html. Also worth noting
is Borealia: A Group Blog on Early Canadian History licensed under a Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License. Based on a work at http://earlycanadianhistory.ca with
“start-up financial support” from Elizabeth Mancke, Canada Research Chair, University of New Brunswick,
https://earlycanadianhistory.ca/about/.
About this Paper
13
The use of sexuality as a synonym for gender identity is found in the Inclusive Language Guidelines, updated in
2018, from the website of the ELCIC, elcic.ca, elcic.ca/documents, https://elcic.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2021/12/InclusiveLanguageGuidelines2018_UPDATEDMAY8.pdf. The definition of sexuality as
erotic feelings etc. is provided in Erwin Buck, Studies on Homosexuality and the Church (Evangelical Lutheran
Church in Canada, 2001), 56.
14
Norman J. Threinen, “By Way of Introduction,” Consensus 1, no. 1 (January 1975),
https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol1/iss1/1/.
15
Archive-It, elcic.ca, “Convention Highlights July16.” https://wayback.archiveit.org/5744/20190622082210/http:/elcic.ca/In-Convention/2011-Saskatoon/July16.cfm
16
The ELCIC national church welcomes people to tell their stories, more information is available from the website
of the ELCIC, elcic.ca, “Task Force on Addressing Homophobia Biphobia and Transphobia,” https://elcic.ca/taskforce-on-addressing-homophobia-biphobia-and-transphobia/. Additional reading is available through Kenn Ward,
“Embracing Diversity,” This Issue, Canada Lutheran: The Magazine of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
Canada, Vol. 36 no 3, April/May 2021 features the collaboratively written “Queerly Beloved: Reflections On a
Decade of LGBTQ2SIA+ Inclusion in the ELCIC,” 10-14, See also the MNO Synod Section contribution in the
same publication, “I Am A Child of God,” 25. A sidebar identifies additional resources including books, websites
and varied media.
17
Archive-It, elcic.ca, “A Statement on Sex, Marriage, and Family” Adopted by the Fifth Biennial Convention of
the Lutheran Church in America, Minneapolis, Minnesota, June 25-July 2, 1970,” https://wayback.archiveit.org/5744/20190621231119/http://elcic.ca/Public-Policy/documents/AStatementonSexMarriageandFamily.pdf.
Norman J. Threinen, Toward Union: Lutheran Merger Negotiations in Canada, 1972-1978 (Winnipeg: Lutheran
Council in Canada, 1979), 95. Note that Toward Union is a publication initiated by the Lutheran Council in Canada
“to compile the pertinent documents” of the JCILR of the LCIC and “make them available”, Preface, 1. Dianne K.
Kieren, With Many Voices: Twenty-Five Years of Ordained Women in Ministry, 1976-2001 (Winnipeg: Evangelical
Lutheran Church in Canada, 2002), 65-71.
18
The creation of the ELCIC in 1986 and the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America (ELCA) in 1988 brought an
era to an end. To use the words of Mark Granquist, it was the end of the “whole push for merger and consolidation
that characterized the twentieth century.” Mark Alan Granquist in Lutherans in America: A New History
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2015), 324-325.
19
The use of the word continental in this paper is not entirely accurate as the continental “General Synod,” and
“General Council” as examples included off-shore Lutheran communities, particularly so Caribbean Lutheran
congregations. The use of the word continental here is meant to prompt the reader to think about the largest
groupings of Lutherans without the use of the word American as in “American” versus “North American.”
20
For the centrality of freedom in Lutheran theology see the website of the Lutheran World Federation 2017
Assembly in Windhoek, Namibia at the Commemoration of the 500 th Anniversary of the Lutheran Reformation,
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2017, lwfassembly.org/en, “Liberated by God’s Grace, Assembly Theme,”
https://2017.lwfassembly.org/en/liberated-gods-grace. For an ecumenical perspective on Gospel freedom see the
guiding document for joint commemorations of the 500th Anniversary of the Reformation held in Canada by
Lutherans and Roman Catholics available from the website of the Lutheran World Federation, lutheranworld.org,
“Report of the Lutheran–Roman Catholic Commission on Unity, Resource - From Conflict to Communion: A Basis
for Lutheran–Catholic Commemoration of the Reformation in 2017,” October 28, 2013,
https://www.lutheranworld.org/content/resource-conflict-communion-basis-lutheran-catholic-commemorationreformation-2017. Both of these sources discuss at length Christian, particularly Lutheran, theological identity.
21
Richard C. Dickinson, Roses and Thorns: The Centennial Edition of Black Lutheran Mission and Ministry in the
Lutheran Church – Missouri Synod (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1977), 173. As Dickinson’s book can
be difficult to access, an insightful online book review is also available: Edgar J. Mundinger, “Review: Roses and
Thorns: The Centennial Edition of Black Lutheran Mission and Ministry in The Lutheran Church—Missouri
Synod,” Historical Magazine of the Protestant Episcopal Church, 49 no. 4 (December 1980): 423-425. Sentiments
in Dickinson’s chapter “The Quest to Belong,” 172-198, resonated with the people of the ELCIC congregation
called Maranatha Lutheran Caribbean Congregation. Peter Kuhnert (M.D., M.Div.) served as pastor to the people of
Maranatha from 2006 to 2015. Peter Kuhnert and Karen Kuhnert are a married clergy-couple. Karen Kuhnert and
Philip K. Mathai together provided ministry to the people of Maranatha from 2017- 2021. The former Maranatha
congregants are now located primarily at Mt. Zion Lutheran Church, Waterloo. Peter and Karen Kuhnert are married
and have three children together, Kristina, Katarina and Hanne Kuhnert. More information on the “Lutherans in the
Caribbean” can be found in Granquist, Lutherans in America, 59-60.
22
Shannon LeClaire, “Standard Nazareth Lutheran Church Vote,” Strathmore Times, April 26, 2013,
https://strathmoretimes.com/2013/standard-nazareth-lutheran-church-vote/.
23
LeClair, “Standard Nazareth Lutheran Church Vote.”
24
LeClair, “Standard Nazareth Lutheran Church Vote.”
25
William Edward Hordern, “A Partially Achieved Dream: Theological Issues in Recent Canadian Lutheran
History,” Consensus 13, no. 2 (November 1987): 10-11, https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol13/iss2/2/. The entire
article by Hordern clarifies the provocative quotation “It is usually said that the issue which sank the ship of
Lutheran unity was the ordination of women….” Norman J. Threinen, Fifty Years of Lutheran Convergence: the
Canadian Case-Study (Dubuque, Iowa: Lutheran Historical Conference, No. 3, 1983), Addendum 215: “However,
by 1976 it became apparent that the two specific issues which were rocking the Missouri Synod in the mid-1970s
would threaten the success of the merger discussions. They were the issue of Scriptures ad the ordination of women.
On the former, a statement had been adopted by the Commission in 1973 but was held to be inadequate in parts of
the LC-C. The latter, which was in fact a case study of the first, provided particular difficulties because by 1976 the
churches had come out on opposite sides on the question of whether or not the Scriptures permitted the ordination of
women. The question of what the proposed church’s stance would be on the ordination of women eventually
produced an impasse which the JCILR could not overcome, and three-way negotiations ceased in the fall of 1977.”
26
Though not a Missouri Synod seminary, Waterloo Lutheran Seminary professor Robert Kelly taught Senior
seminarians to be theologians of the cross from, in part, an unpublished work: Robert A. Kelly, “Notes on a
Theology of the Gospel: Commentary on Selections from C. F. W. Walther’s The Proper Distinction between Law
and Gospel,” Waterloo Lutheran Seminary, September 2001. More accessible to readers from Kelly on being a
theologian of the cross who “calls a thing what it is” (in contrast to theologians of glory “who call a thing what it is
not”) is Robert Kelly, “Preaching Good News in a Moralistic Age.”
27
ELCIC, elcic.ca, “Task Force on Addressing Homophobia, Biphobia and Transphobia.”
28
Ralph Carl Wushke, “Coming out as Sacrament,” Consensus 25, no. 2 (November 1999),
https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol25/iss2/17/. While Wushke doesn’t directly expand on foundations in Lutheran
theology in his review of the books by Glaser (of Presbyterian roots) and Grenz (of Evangelical Christian leaning),
Wushke does indirectly and helpfully identify many key related matters for Lutheran theologians including biblical
authority, exegesis, hermeneutics, church teachings, rituals and sacramental understanding.
29
For more on Ecclesia Semper Reformanda read David Pfrimmer, “Martin Luther’s Contribution to Public Ethics
Today,” Consensus 38, no. 2 (December 2017), https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol38/iss2/10.
30
An updated history of the ELCIC and predecessors is underway by a team of Project Coordinators operating under
the title of Remembering Today for the Church of Tomorrow. Project Coordinators include Donald Sjoberg, ELCIC
National Bishop, retired; Karen Kuhnert, Archivist, Eastern Synod, ELCIC; Gordon Jensen, LTS Saskatoon;
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Stephen Larson, ELCIC retired; Rebecca Larson, ELCIC retired. For the project storyline of “Lutheran Unity and
Merger” oral history recordings of ELCIC/ELCC/LCA-CS leaders who were active in the “merger talks” are
underway by a sub-group of Don Sjoberg, Karen Kuhnert and David Pfrimmer. Content will be rolled out over time
on the Project website https://canadianlutheranhistory.ca.
THE EARLY OR PRE-MERGER ERA, BEFORE THE TURNING POINT IN 1954
31
“Following Our Boys with Word and Sacrament” is the title of a paper given at the 1954 Today-Tomorrow
Conference by Karl Holfeld that described wartime needs and cooperative responses. “Messages Given at the
Canada Lutheran ‘Today-Tomorrow’ Conference: Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, December 9-10, 1954” (Winnipeg:
Canadian Lutheran Council, 1955). Nils Willison replacing Thomas Hartig upon Hartig’s death is found in George
O. Evenson, Adventuring for Christ: The Story of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Canada (Calgary: Foothills
Lutheran Press, 1974), 177. Willison is one of the rare Canadians to be mentioned in continental American Lutheran
history books, e.g. E. Theodore Bachmann, The United Lutheran Church in America, 1918-1962 (Minneapolis:
Fortress Press, 1997), 190. Willison was the first graduate of the seminary at Waterloo that continues as Martin
Luther University College. As the first graduate of the school that eventually gave life to Wilfrid Laurier University
(WLU), a great deal about Willison is preserved in the Laurier Archive Collection,
https://libarchives.wlu.ca/index.php/nils-willison-fonds.
32
An interesting article putting Lutheran in-migrations to Canada in context is available from Warren E. Kalbach,
"Population of Canada, " The Canadian Encyclopedia, Historica Canada, February 07, 2006; last edited April 23,
2019, https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/population.
33
Carl R. Cronmiller, A History of the Lutheran Church in Canada (Ontario: Evangelical Lutheran Synod of
Canada, 1961), 141.
34
More information can be found from the website of Waterloo Region Generations,
generations.regionofwaterloo.ca, “Rev. C. Reinhold Tappert,”
https://generations.regionofwaterloo.ca/getperson.php?personID=I80451&tree=generations. See information found
on the website for the Saskatchewan Council for Archives and Archivists, memorysask.ca,
https://memorysask.ca/tappert-strack-lindner-collection.
35
Waterloo Region Generations, generations.regionofwaterloo.ca, “Rev. C. Reinhold Tappert.”
36
Stockmann was taken away for being “a German sympathizer” one month after the war with Germany unofficially
ended. More information is available from Sherill Calder and W. J. (Bill) Gladding, “1918-1927, Nun Danket Alle
Gott (German)/Now Thank We All Our God,” Rejoice: The Story of Trinity Evangelical Lutheran Church
Sebastapol Tavistock, 1832-2017 (Trinity Evangelical Lutheran Church, 2017), 26. The story of Canadian Lutherans
caught up in the anxieties of World War I and II by “German” association is part of the exhibit now showing at the
Canadian Museum of History in Ottawa called Lost Liberties – The War Measures Act. Some photos and videos are
available online from the website of the Canadian Museum of History, historymuseum.ca/#online-exhibitions, “Lost
Liberties – The War Measures Act,” https://www.historymuseum.ca/liberties/.
37
Notably, comparable traumas are not recorded in the Missouri Synod-Ontario District History book. A reference
is made affirming a different experience in the Missouri Synod congregations in Threinen, Norman J. Like a
Mustard Seed: a Centennial History of the Ontario District of Lutheran Church-Canada (Missouri Synod).
(Kitchener: Ontario District, Lutheran Church Missouri Synod, 1989), 66.
38
Veronica Strong-Boag, "Women's Suffrage in Canada," The Canadian Encyclopedia. Historica Canada, June 20,
2016; last edited January 28, 2021, https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/suffrage.
39
Strong-Boag, "Women's Suffrage in Canada." See also the entry for Veronica Strong-Boag at
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/author/veronica-strong-boag.
40
Tabitha de Bruin and David A. Cruickshank, "Persons Case," The Canadian Encyclopedia, Historica Canada,
February 07, 2006; last edited November 06, 2020, https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/persons-case.
41
Religion is too-often forgotten as being among the list (race, ethnicity and gender) of factors in the historic
decisions about nationality, citizenship and personhood in Canada, see the video “Voting Rights in Canada: A Select
Timeline” youtube.com/c/HistoricaCanada, 7:29, produced by The Citizenship Challenge of Historica Canada,
citizenshipchallenge.ca, as provided in Veronica Strong-Boag, "Women's Suffrage in Canada."
42
Debbie Lou Ludolph, Richard C. Crossman, and Waterloo Lutheran Seminary, By Faith We Walk: A Pictorial
History of Waterloo Lutheran Seminary, 1911-1986 on the Occasion of the 75th Anniversary (Waterloo: Waterloo
Lutheran Seminary, 1986), Willison 43.
43
Tabitha de Bruin and David A. Cruickshank, "Persons Case."
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“Daughters of St. Matthews, Consecrated Deaconesses,” 100th Anniversary 1904-2004) St. Matthews Evangelical
Lutheran Church (Kitchener, St. Matthews Evangelical Lutheran Church, 2004), 33.
45
Ludolph, Crossman, and Waterloo Lutheran Seminary, 52.
46
Granquist, Lutherans in America, 154-155.
47
Roy N. Grosz, “Women and the Vote,” The Canada Lutheran, Lutheran Church in America – Eastern Canada
Synod, May 1965, 15. More information on the continental ULCA up to 1962 can be found in Bachmann’s 1997
book The United Lutheran Church in America, 1918-1962. Information on the Lutheran Church in Canada primarily
as it flowed into the ULCA can be found in Carl R. Cronmiller, A History of the Lutheran Church in Canada.
48
ULCA 1944 Yearbook: United Lutheran Church in America (25 th Anniversary Edition) (Philadelphia, The United
Lutheran Publication House, 1944), 28. This citation in the Yearbook (a popular summary piece to the more formal
Minutes) seems to indicate that the “not unscriptural” debate was about women as congregational representatives.
49
Grosz, “Women and the Vote,” The Canada Lutheran, 15.
50
This 2022 article for Consensus is a shortened version of a larger work on ELCIC (and predecessor) Lutherans
within Canadian history that features interactions between Canadian Lutheran leaders like Nils Willison and John
Reble with Canadian leaders (particularly Canadian Prime Ministers). The larger article presents the picture of a
once much more closely knit East and West Church with seminaries in Waterloo and Saskatoon. Details regarding
the financial crises of the Churches and the seminary in Waterloo can be found in Ludolph, Crossman, and Waterloo
Lutheran Seminary, “The Shadow of the Depression 1930-1939,” By Faith We Walk, 47-55.
51
Already in 1933, the Lutheran Church in Germany was becoming caught up in what would become World War II.
Ulrich Leupold, whose mother was Jewish had become a member of the Confessing Church resistance as a
seminarian in Germany. Leupold was ordained in the Canada Synod in 1939 and started teaching at the Lutheran
Seminary in Waterloo in 1945. He became Dean of the Seminary in 1954. His mother survived the war, his Aunt’s
life was ended at Auschwitz. For more on Leupold read Paul Helmer, 2012) "Ulrich Siegfried Leupold (1909-70),"
Consensus 34, no, 1 (May 2012), https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol34/iss1/2.
52
E. Theodore Bachmann, The United Lutheran Church in America, 1918-1962, 190. Threinen, Fifty Years of
Lutheran Convergence, 21: “The Norwegian Lutheran Church in Canada opened its own seminary in 1939 on the
Saskatoon campus of Lutheran College and Seminary, a ULCA institution and other bodies also made their own
arrangements. In 1941, when the secretary of the American Lutheran Conference asked the commission on Canadian
Affairs for a statement on the desirability of providing joint support for the Norwegian Lutheran Seminary by all the
constituent synods of the American Lutheran Conference, the commission indicated that the Augustana Synod was
exploring the possibility of cooperating with the ULCA seminary in Saskatoon, The Lutheran Free Church and the
United Danish Lutheran Church had taken no action and “the American Lutheran Church does not favour a joint
seminary at the present time,” p 21.
53
Regarding first wave feminism, or “maternal feminism” in Canada, see Veronica Strong-Boag, "Early Women’s
Movements in Canada: 1867–1960," The Canadian Encyclopedia. Historica Canada, August 15, 2016; last edited
August 15, 2016, https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/early-womens-movements-in-canada.
Regarding the Women’s Movement in Quebec and its close connection to the Quiet Revolution see Josiane
Lavallée, "Women and the Quiet Revolution, The Canadian Encyclopedia. Historica Canada, October 04, 2018; last
Edited October 04, 2018, https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/women-and-quiet-revolution. Women
in Quebec voted in a provincial election for the first time on August 8, 1944.
54
To best understand the complicated history of what was and was not overcome between the Lutheran Churches in
Canada between 1944 and 1952 regarding efforts towards launching a Canadian Lutheran Council, researchers are
advised to read the perspectives from each of the groups involved. George Evenson provides insights from his read
of his own Church’s ELCC source materials up to 1973 in Adventuring for Christ: The Story of the Evangelical
Lutheran Church of Canada, 181-184, 217, 176-178. The first-hand reports from the Canada Synod of the United
Lutheran Church in America are available in the Synod’s Minute Books beginning in 1932. Minute Books are the
recordings of what happened on an occasion. Typically, a convention has official Minutes of the decisions made by
voting and includes important reports and happenings. Threinen provides a more Missouri-Synod perspective in
Fifty Years of Lutheran Convergence which is in large part his 1980 Dissertation work for the Missouri Synod’s
Concordia Seminary. His analysis of the primary material was later updated and published in 1983, See Fifty Years,
77-102, and Endnotes 45-47, 49 on pages 242-243. Mark Granquist also valuably writes about similar matters from
a continental and American perspective in his excellent updated history Lutherans in America: A New History, 281288, 301-308, 345.
44
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The matter of the “Inerrancy” of the Bible is down-played in Canadian writings, and yet, looking back from the
time marker of 2022, it is a key concept and “inerrancy” and “inerrant” are signifying terms of note for research into
gender-based ordination and 2SLGBTQIA+ acceptance or rejection in Lutheran Churches. It is a key search word
for documentation on what happened to create the divisions among Lutherans in Canada in the 1900s. Mark
Granquist writes extensively about controversies over inerrancy in his book from 2015, 285 (inerrancy around
1945), 281 (post-war writings relative to inerrancy), 302-303 (Preus election in 1969 and inerrancy as linked to
Seminex), 345 (loss of the term inerrant impacting American mergers), 244-247. The roots of inerrancy and
connections with Fundamentalism are covered in Granquist’s section on “Theological Disputations and the
Authority of Scripture, 245-247 where Granquist begins at 245ff by writing, “American Lutherans had long argued
about theology and confessional identity, so the fact that the denominations in the NLC [National Lutheran Council]
could not agree was not surprising. But after 1920, American Lutherans had new issues to fight over: the nature of
biblical authority and terms new to the debate, namely “inerrancy” and “infallibility.” The main battle for American
Lutherans in the nineteenth century was the exact nature of the authority of the Lutheran confessions, especially the
Augsburg Confession, and how strictly they defined Lutheran identity,” p. 244. “The conservative defenders of
biblical authority increasingly employed two terms to characterize the truth of the Bible, namely “inerrant” and
“infallible.” The term inerrant has roots in seventeenth-century Reformed theology but was introduced into the late
nineteenth-century debate by American Presbyterian Charles Hodge and B. B. Warfield. When the conservative
position was outlined in a series of pamphlets entitled “The Fundamentals,” the inerrancy of Scripture became a
bedrock position. The term, and underlying concepts of biblical authority, soon became the flashpoint in American
Protestant debates over authority of Scripture, and in fundamentalist-modernist controversies,” p. 245. Granquist’s
use of the phrase “The Fundamentals” also relates to the writing of Walter Freitag on Fundamentalism and Lutheran
Fundamentalism later in this paper. The reference to the word “inerrant” and the ABC District concern is in Fifty
Years, 89. In Endnote 47, p. 243, Threinen references Concordia Theological Monthly citations. This 1944 content
is now online and is insightful, see Concordia Theological Monthly pages 273-276 from the April issue at
http://www.ctsfw.net/media/pdfs/CTMTheologicalObserver15-4.pdf. The April Issue of the journal highlights six
propositions of the Missouri Synod’s Committee for Doctrinal Unity on Inter-Lutheran Relationships. It highlights
background agreements deemed pertinent to the discussions between the Missouri Synod and other continental
Lutheran bodies. It also references their own March 1944 reprint of a writing by the American Lutheran Conference
about unity. An explanation from decades later by William Hordern explains the understanding of some Canadian
non-Missouri Synod leaders of the Missouri Synod’s use of the word “inerrant,” see William Hordern, “A Partially
Achieved Dream”: 13.
56
Schmidt’s totals from Statistics Canada can be found in Threinen, Fifty Years of Lutheran Convergence, 78-79.
Valdimar J. Eylands, Lutherans in Canada (Icelandic Evangelical Lutheran Synod in North America; 1945), 22, 277
with a map), sets out the larger numbers reported to Census takers in comparison to the smaller baptized
membership numbers reported by statisticians to the Office of the National Lutheran Council: Alberta
84,630/27,515, British Columbia 41,772/5,454, Manitoba 48,213/18,794, New Brunswick 870/435, Nova Scotia
9,104/6,700, Ontario 104,111/52,295, Quebec 7,081/1,938, Saskatchewan 104,717/42,292. For general reading
about the motivations and momentum of the era see Evenson, Adventuring for Christ, 175-185, 217.
57
Recalling the definition by Dickinson in Roses and Thorns, 173.
58
Clifton Monk, “Canadian Lutheran World Relief – This is the Record,” in “Messages Given at the Canada
Lutheran ‘Today-Tomorrow’ Conference,” 15-17. For CLWR in Evenson, Adventuring for Christ, see 178-179.
59
Evenson’s ELCC explanation is found in Adventuring for Christ, 217-219. The Canadian Lutheran Council was
constituted December 4, 1952. Threinen, Fifty Years of Lutheran Convergence, 99.
60
Evenson, Adventuring for Christ, 200-201.
61
Evenson, Adventuring for Christ, 201.
62
“Messages Given at the Canada Lutheran ‘Today-Tomorrow’ Conference: Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, December
9-10, 1954.”
63
The clergy, all male at the time, were called “churchmen.” This phrase referred not just to gender/physiology
(churchman/churchmen) but even more so to the quality or caliber of professionalism of the minister in service, eg. a
minister showed wise churchmanship. There is no conceptual equivalent in use in the ELCIC today. See Hordern’s
use of the phrase “churchmen” in “Foreword” in Walter Freitag, The Ordination of Women: Challenge for Canadian
Lutheran Unity (Saskatoon: Mr. Zip Instant Printing, 1978), 1.
55
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Threinen Fifty Years of Lutheran Convergence, 203-205 on “East-West Regionalism.” Threinen’s first chapter is
called “Prelude to Convergence and begins with “A Radical Proposal: A Lay Answer to a Divided Lutheranism.”
Then Threinen presents the Stuermer Appeal foundations for an “indigenous Lutheran Church in Western Canada”
sometimes referred to as an attempt at a united German Lutheran Church in Western Canada,” 4. Efforts to create a
regional Church of this kind continued until 1955 and were a hard fought for counter-proposal to the national church
being proposed at the 1954 Today-Tomorrow Conference. After a meeting of representatives in “the West” from the
Canadian Lutheran Council and the Missouri Synod in 1955 did not result in a Western Canadian Lutheran alliance,
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British Columbia, and National Bishop Susan Johnson was elected to National Office from her role as Assistant to
the Bishop of the Eastern Synod.
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Threinen, Toward Union, 101. Minutes of the Lutheran Church in America Canada Section, July 8-10, 1977, 4142, Don Sjoberg as President of the Canada Section put the “proposal of ordination of women in the new church”
before the delegates in Convention on Friday July 8, 1977 in the Report of the President - Lutheran Merger item 4.
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Canada Synod and Western Canada Synod along with James Crumley, Secretary of the LCA and Ted Jacobsen,
President of the ELCC, with Dorothy Bowes and Garfield Remus (JCILR Commissioners) and Norman Threinen
(JCILR Executive Secretary) Clifton Monk (Consultant in Social ministry and John Zimmerman, Executive
Secretary of the Canada Section, as per p. 4. The Committee tasked with responding to the Report of the President
by Don Sjoberg said, “We appreciate the leadership and perseverance shown by President Sjoberg as he continues
negotiations for Lutheran Unity in Canada. In particular we commend the strong stand taken on the question of the
ordination of women,” p. 11.
114
Reformation Day in Lutheran communities is, of course, a significant day as it commemorates Martin Luther’s
nailing a list of 95 Theses to his own local Church door as an announcement to prompt discussion about matters that
pertain to the communication of the Gospel and the salvation of souls. Reformation Day is October 31 - the eve of
All Saints Day.
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Minutes of the Lutheran Church in America Canada Section, July 8-10, 1977, 75-77.
116
For back-story on the hope of some that the ELCC might side with the LC-C read Threinen’s “The Middle Way,”
section three of “Prelude to Convergence” in Fifty Years of Lutheran Convergence, 17-22. As Evenson’s
Adventuring for Christ ends in the context of the Church in 1972-1973 no citations regarding the ELCC is included.
Threinen, Toward Union, 101.
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Threinen, Toward Union, 100.
119
References to the Scriptures and the ordination of women as cause for the “impasse” are found clearly in
Threinen’s Addendum within Fifty Years (1983), 214-215 as well as in Toward Union (1979), 58. “Insuperable
Barrier” in found in Freitag, The Ordination of Women: Challenge for Canadian Lutheran Unity, 1. “Cause of
offense and an obstacle to merger,” is also found in Freitag’s The Ordination of Women, Author’s Preface, IV.
“Stumbling Block” is found in Freitag, The Ordination of Women, Foreword.
120
In the JCILR Publication, Toward Union (1979), Threinen is clear on p. 58 that Document 19 in Toward Union
includes both 1) “The Statement on the Ordination of Women” by the JCILR Division of Theology and also 2) the
JCILR Resolution with the four May statements. Within Consensus in 1977 however, the first (“The Statement on
the Ordination of Women”) is published without the more important and more official second (the Resolution
including the four statements). The Resolution identifies the direction for circulating the statements.
121
Writer’s own organization. The reference to “gender modifiers” is written as such because in 1977 the
understanding was that this was a consideration of binary gender.
122
The Augsburg Confession (1530) is found within, and is essential to, a larger work called The Book of Concord
(1580). The Book of Concord s sometimes referred to as the ‘Concordia’ and is regularly referred to in short form as
the “Lutheran Confessions.” A classic “American Edition” of the Book of Concord is the one translated and edited
by Theodore G. Tappert, The Book of Concord: the Confessions of the Evangelical Lutheran Church (Philadelphia:
Mühlenberg Press, 1959). The Tappert version is cited by Cole-Arnal and Nostbakken in the pages to follow.
Lutheran seminarians take courses on “The Lutheran Confessions”, meaning seminarians study the contents of The
Book of Concord in seminary. As the contents of The Book of Concord were not originally published in English,
students learn from translations (and study the earlier languages) so as to carefully pass on the faith (to preach, teach
and confess rightly) the Good News of God’s love.
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Just as the signatories to the Augsburg Confession risked their lives by declaring it authoritative for them, so too
did those who signed their names on June 25, 1580 to the contents of the later and more complete work, The Book of
Concord (the “Lutheran Confessions”). For a list of signatories see Tappert, The Book of Concord 14-16, and
especially footnote 2 (3) regarding the Preface to the Formula of Concord and Preface to the Book of Concord.
124
Cruciform here refers not just to transforming generally, but to transforming into the way of being a little Christ
from the perspective Christ on the cross, one who suffers for the love of another, for the love of an “other.”
Cruciform is also used by Aarne Siirala in Aarne Siirala, “Transpersonal and Personal in Luther’s Life and
Theology,” Consensus 8, no. 4 (October 1982), https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol8/iss4/1.
The Late Merger Era Begins in 1978
125
Eduard R. Riegert, "Consensus: 25th Anniversary," Consensus: Vol. 26: no. 2 (November 2000): 81-82,
https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol26/iss2/6.
126
Wushke, “Coming out as Sacrament,” Consensus, 1999. The content in quotation marks is from Wushke’s
analysis.
127
Tim Posyluzny, “In Favor of Blessing Same-Sex Relationships,” Consensus 27, no. 2 (November 2001),
https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol25/iss2/17/.
128
Brian Rude, "How Open Are We to Healing by Healed Healers? One Missionary’s Story," Consensus 34, no. 1,
(May 2012), https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol34/iss1/6.
129
In 2017 Consensus featured a full-length article by André S. Musskopf, “Cruising (with) Luther – Indecent
Lutheran Theologies from the South, or What Makes a Lutheran Theology Lutheran,” Consensus 38, no. 2
(December 2017), https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol38/iss2/3/. This writing is by a Brazilian Lutheran
theologian. The writer described contours of his identity-dialogue as a “gay man” finding his place in the Church in
a way that this writer suspects correlates to experiences women were not allowed to articulate in Consensus in the
1970s. In 2020, five years after the Truth and Reconciliation Commission Final Report,” Daniel Maoz is the first to
use “2S” and “+” in Consensus in Daniel Maoz, “Martin Luther and Antisemitism,” Consensus 41, no. 2 (November
2020), https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol41/iss2/1/.
130
Kieren, With Many Voices. This Canadian Lutheran history book addressed gender and gender-bias head on. It
also referenced the intersectional pains and privileges for Dual-Clergy Couples, 22-23. Dianne Kieren, (Minnesota),
is the University of Alberta’s Professor Emeritus of Human Ecology (1970, 1997). Eighty-four (70%) of the women
ordained in the ELCIC participated in the survey and 24 took part in additional investigations into the “daily
experiences as women in ordained ministry,” vii.
131
Kieren, With Many Voices, xvii. A list of ordained women of the ELCIC is found on pages 108-109.
132
Buck, Studies on Homosexuality and the Church, Foreword, 1.
133
Pierre Berton, The Comfortable Pew: A Critical Look at Christianity and the Religious Establishment in the New
Age (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1965). The gatekeeping of clergy in opposition to the wishes of the laity is
reflected in the Stuermer Appeal controversy which is part of the beginning of the fifty year time period highlighted
in Fifty Years of Lutheran Convergence by Threinen. Personal correspondence from Sam Weicker to the LCIC
points out that Stuermer (Weicker’s uncle) is referenced 28 times in Threinen’s Fifty Years book. The
disproportionality of this is in part due to Threinen using the Stuermer Appeal to communicate a number of different
but intersecting points (Volynia Lutherans vs. other kinds of German Lutheran immigrants, desire for a
Western/Prairie Regional Church merger vs. coast-to-coast merger, clergy vs. laity, and more). However, Threinen
unhelpfully highlights Stuermer’s efficiency-mindedness without doctrinal consideration in such a way that it seems
to have implication for, or perhaps even lays characterization upon the United Lutheran Church of America. This
connects to “inerrancy” of Scripture beginning on page 17 and continues significantly into Threinen’s treatment of
the post 1944 Home Missions Conference efforts to get a Canadian Lutheran Council launched (see 77-127, and
significantly 80-81).
134
The task of “comforting the afflicted and afflicting the comfortable” was an oft repeated prompt when this writer
attended seminary. See Kelly, “Preaching Good News in a Moralistic Age”: Distinguishing Law and Gospel as a
Hermeneutic, “In the fourth place, the Word of God is not rightly divided when the Law is preached to those who
are already in terror on account of their sins, or the Gospel to those who live securely in their sins. {Walther 1, 4,
6}), 50.
135
Berton, The Comfortable Pew, 92-93.
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TURNING OUTWARDS – TOWARD CONFESSIONAL UNDERSTANDING
136
Roger Nostbakken, “Unitas and Concordia in the Confessions: Significance for Fellowship Among Lutheran
Churches,” Consensus 7, no. 3 (July 1981), https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol7/iss3/2. Also, Oscar Cole-Arnal,
“’Concordia’ and ‘Unitas’ in the Lutheran Confessions: Dialogue within the Reformation Spirit,” Consensus 7, no.
3 (July 1981), https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol7/iss3/1. Both of these writings were presented at the same
Lutheran symposium. The abstracts to these Consensus articles provide key insights. Both writers acknowledge an
unpublished paper by Aarne Siirala “What is the Protestant Principal and the Catholic Substance of Lutheran
Identity?” The Siirala paper was presented at the Division of Theology, Lutheran Council in Canada, Concordia
College, Edmonton, Alberta, May 28-29, 1979. See also Aarne Siirala, “Transpersonal and Personal in Luther’s Life
and Theology.”
137
This quotation on satis est is from Roger Nostbakken, “The Augsburg Confession and Lutheran Unity,”
Consensus 5, no. 3 (July 1979): 10, https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol5/iss3/1, and also from Nostbakken,
“Unitas and Concordia in the Confessions”: 18. These build on Roger W. Nostbakken, “Authority in the Church,”
Consensus 2, no. 1 (January, 1976), https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol2/iss1/1/. Nostbakken served as President
of the Lutheran Council in Canada prior to these writings. He went on to be the first Canadian Lutheran named to
the Executive Committee of the Lutheran World Federation.
138
Cole-Arnal, “’Concordia’ and ‘Unitas’”: 9. In the quotation Cole-Arnal cites “Ibid, and Article XX” in the
Augsburg Confession in Tappert, p. 31, as cited in Endnote 110.
139
Cole-Arnal, “’Concordia’ and ‘Unitas’”: 9.
140
Cole-Arnal, “’Concordia’ and ‘Unitas’”: 12.
141
Esse, esse bene and adiaphora or adiaphoron are addressed most helpfully in Gordon Jensen’s 2005 article in
Consensus (30:2) “Envisioning Theological Education,” read especially “Pt. 2”, pages 59-61 beginning, “This
confession of the faith, which is at the core of theological education, often takes place in the midst of chaos.” Jensen
then writes on pages 60-61 [citing Jensen ENDNOTE 8] as quoted.
142
Jensen, “Envisioning Theological Education for the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Canada,” 74.
143
The word “conclave” calls forth images of Catholic leaders in Conclave away from the world seeking their own
inner counsel for the future. Martin Luther was a Catholic monk before becoming a Lutheran pastor with a family in
a “parsonage.” “Conclave” here specifically comes from Nostbakken. Jensen uses “cocoon” and treats "cocooning”
at length in “Envisioning Theological Education”: 69-72. During his sermon for Black History Month 2020, Eastern
Synod Bishop Michael Pryse used the image of “cave” to this same end. Michael Pryse, “Black History Month
2020,” Consensus 42, no. 1 (February 2021), https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol42/iss1/10/. The term curvatis in
se refers to Luther’s identification of the human curling into self-assurance as in the fetal position of self-comforting
self-protection. Theologically speaking, this towards-selfness might seem to be soothing, helpful, restorative but the
human is then seeking solace in a god-emptied-of-God (the aggrandized human self) who leads the human to death
rather than to the God who empties God’s own divine Self for the life and love of those who are not God. See again,
Kelly, “Preaching Good News in a Moralistic Age,” Consensus, 2006, especially beginning on page 54. Here Kelly
valuably contrasts the understanding of “sin” as “misbehaviour” with the sin condition of humans who are by nature
not-God: “Sin is the condition of alienation from the ground of our being which, somehow, gets built into human
cultures and from which we – insofar as we are human and part of a culture – cannot free ourselves. Preaching the
Law means preaching so as to enable people to see this situation clearly – giving examples from the life of the
community which reveal our state of alienation. The fact that a congregation of Christians could exclude anyone,
especially the poor, is not an example of sin because it is misbehaviour, [11 citing Kelly ENDNOTE 11] but because
it reveals to us the depth of alienation from God and each other that exists even in the hearts of those who have
heard the Good News.” Kelly ENDNOTE 11 is as follows, “The point here is not to encourage misbehaviour, but to
say that, while much misbehaviour can be corrected quite easily through our own efforts, real sin cannot be. Sin is
much more serious than misbehaviour.”
144
The best work on gathering and identifying pre-decision documents has been done by Sarah Priebe, “Law, Grace
and Same-Sex Marriage: Canadian Lutheran Perspectives,” (MA, Quebec, Laval, 2011),
file:///C:/Users/karen.DESKTOP-7F3J022/Downloads/28275%20(1).pdf. This writing can be found on the Thesis
and Dissertations webpage of the website for the University of Laval, corpus.ulaval.ca, Priebe has most helpfully
cited the documents prepared for the ELCIC National Church around 2004-2005 and in doing so has amassed an
almost complete list of resources and terminology used at the time. Collections of additional documents are
currently being prepared to be deposited at various Archive locations.
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Cole-Arnal, “’Concordia’ and ‘Unitas’”: 4.
Aarne Siirala, “Transpersonal and Personal in Luther’s Life and Theology.”
147
Resources on trauma and triggering from Conrad Grebel University College courses (such as Peace and Conflict
Studies 331, 2021) include Steve Haines and Sophie Standing (Illustrator), Trauma Is Really Strange (London,
England, Singing Dragon, 2016). The book is available as an ebook. Trauma Is Really Strange is an excellent
illustrated work that communicates the “fight-flight-dissociate” reaction to anxiety and to trauma biologically within
the body. It can also be read with some license, metaphorically for the body that is the Church. Haines also includes
a quote that this writer recognizes as communicating Luther’s image of curvatis in se, he writes, “A common
response [to trauma] is contracting to make ourselves small, ultimately into an immobile, fetal position. We are left
bracing ourselves against life, disconnected from our internal and external worlds.” Citing Levine, Haines continues
“Trauma occurs, when an event creates an unresolved impact on an organism,” P. Levine, Waking the Tiger –
Healing Trauma (Berkeley, CA: North Atlantic Books, 1997). “Trauma shatters our world view. Rules of fairness
and justice no longer seem to apply. Trauma often leads to a spiritual crisis and a profound re-evaluation of
meaning,” says Haines. Other writers on “Transforming Trauma” include Carolyn E. Yoder who addresses
“triggers” and “trigger events in her classic work on “Cycles of Violence from Unaddressed Trauma.” In her book,
The Little Book of Trauma Healing: When Violence Strikes and Community Is Threatened, (Good Books, New
York, 2020), Yoder uses the more familiar concept of “fight-flight-freeze/submit/collapse,” 15-36. Readers may be
particularly interested in Chapter 4 for identifying the existence of a problem by behavioural outcomes, as in
“Acting In” (turning trauma energy on the self) and “Acting Out” (turning trauma energy on others), 37-57. The rest
of the book deals with “Breaking the Cycles of Violence and Building Resilience” for individuals and groups. In the
2000s, WLS Professor Peter Van Katwyk recommended Paul W. Pruyser, The Minister as Diagnostician: Personal
Problems in Pastoral Perspective (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1976) for seminarians studying Pastoral Care
and Counselling as but one example.
148
Amid the controversies of the 2000s, Lutherans had widely diverging expectations about what bishops, preachers,
teachers, disciples were supposed to do, say, think by virtue of their positions as “Officers” who hold “Offices” (not
meaning physical spaces/building). Lutherans refer to the Office of Preaching for example, as being in excess of the
everyday work tasks of preachers. Contemporary society would think of ex-officio as relating more so to the status
or authority of a person than would a Lutheran theologian.
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Theodore G. Tappert, The Book of Concord, 30.
150
For more, read Timothy Hegedus, “Douglas John Hall’s Contextual Theology of the Cross,” Consensus 15, no. 2
(November 1989), https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol15/iss2/3 . This was written by Hegedus when he was still a
Campus Chaplain in London Ontario and not yet a professor teaching at Waterloo Lutheran Seminary and Wilfrid
Laurier University. Douglas John Hall’s 2003 writing The Cross in Our Context: Jesus and the Suffering World is
an accessible alternative (one book, under 300 pages, affordable and useful for group discussions) to the complex
three volume systematic work studied by Lutheran seminarians at WLS in the 2000s.
151
Walter Freitag, “Fundamentalism and Canadian Lutheranism,” Consensus 13, no. 1 (May 1987),
https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol13/iss1/3: 30. Freitag writes, “In effect, repristination theology is Lutheran
version of fundamentalism…. Both are positions of protest; both wish to defend orthodoxy; both are militant. Both
want to defend the Bible from attack on the grounds that God is its author and that it is unique. Both are scholastic
and determined to define what is to be believed. If fundamentalists appeal to “correct belief” as the benchmark of
faith, repristinationists demand adherence to “pure doctrine.” Both are apologetic and polemical reactions to
unacceptable theology.”
152
William Edward Hordern, “The Mission of the Church Today,” Consensus 20, no. 1 (May 1994): 53-54,
https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol20/iss1/5. Hordern writes, “When we live in a time of such extensive and rapid
change, it is inevitable that people are overwhelmed and bewildered. Many of them are lashing out to protest what
they see as a breakdown in values and morals,” 53. The North American churches have experienced a widespread
uprising of members who feel called to protect their traditional values against what they see as the apostasy of their
churches. Often these people are so concerned to save the church and the world from what they see as the betrayal of
Christianity, that they are ready to adopt unethical means to gain their end,” 54.
153
JCLIR, “Theses on the Mission of the Church.” The 2022 Lenten service for Christ Lutheran Church in Regina is
a way of understanding the 1975 Mission Theses kerygmatically today. To experience kerygma, see Christ Lutheran
Church Regina, Mach 30, 2022 – Lenten Service, 2022, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMTEySgBFeA . [Sic
March]. Non-Lutherans may wish to begin at 13:30 so as to begin with hearing Good News and watch the half hour
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service, then go back and watch the opening “Lenten Confession.” In this Lenten context, the “confession” that
begins at 11:20 means the admission of failing to be as God and the plea for forgiveness for things “done and left
undone” that cause harm to God, self, others. See Kelly, “Preaching Good News in a Moralistic Age.”
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Karen Kuhnert, “‘Only If’: Lutheran Identity in Canada,” Consensus 2012.
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John Longhurst, “Feb 2021: Leaders Sign Declaration to Protect LGBTTQ+,” Winnipeg, Free Press, 03:00:00
CST, sec. Faith, February 16, 2021, https://www.winnipegfreepress.com/arts-and-life/life/faith/leaders-signdeclaration-to-protect-lgbttq-573803172.html. Bishop Johnson is increasingly modelling the use of more recent
terminology for the Church since the conference. This writer apologizes for the uneven use of terms in the
2SLGBTQIA+ acronym within this paper. Terms were chosen with the historical context and narrative in mind. As
some time periods dominated the paper, so some terminology may have dominated the paper.
156
From the website of the Prime Minister of Canada Justin Trudeau, pm.gc.ca/en, “Expungement of historically
unjust convictions” reads, “Historically, Canada unjustly convicted and imposed criminal records on individuals for
engaging in consensual sexual activity between same-sex partners that would be lawful today. On November 28,
2017, the Government of Canada introduced legislation – Bill C-66, the Expungement of Historically Unjust
Convictions Act– to put into place an expungement process to permanently destroy the records of these unjust
convictions. Convictions under the Criminal Code, as well as convictions under the National Defence Act, will be
eligible for permanent destruction, regarding applications see,
https://pm.gc.ca/en/news/backgrounders/2017/11/28/expungement-historically-unjust-convictions.” Regarding the
government’s acknowledgement of Bill C-66 as being a studied response to pain and trauma see
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-safety-canada/news/2018/06/royal-assent-of-bill-c-66-expungement-ofhistorically-unjust-convictions-act.html form the website of the Government of Canada’s Department of Public
Safety, publicsafety.gc.ca.
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Public Safety, publicsafety.gc.ca, https://www.canada.ca/en/public-safety-canada/news/2018/06/royal-assent-ofbill-c-66-expungement-of-historically-unjust-convictions-act.html.
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Susan Johnson, @NationalBishop, “I’m Very Glad to Be Part of the 2022 Global Interfaith Commission on
LGBT+ Lives Conference Focusing on Religion, Law and Conversion Therapy. @GlobalComLGBT @ELCICinfo
#2022GIC,” Tweet, March 21, 2022, https://twitter.com/NationalBishop/status/1505933151226540032. An
excellent photograph of global participants is available at
https://twitter.com/GlobalComLGBT/status/1506323018850742280.
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John Longhurst, “Feb 2021: Leaders Sign Declaration to Protect LGBTTQ+,” Winnipeg Free Press, 03:00:00
CST, sec. Faith, https://www.winnipegfreepress.com/arts-and-life/life/faith/leaders-sign-declaration-to-protectlgbttq-573803172.html. .
160
It remains notable, that for some Lutherans, stumbling blocks to reconciliation include ordained women like me.
We trigger for some the heresy of women who dare (see Oscar Sommerfeld, "Headship: Divineley Impressed Upon
Nature," Consensus 4, no. 1, (January 1978), https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol4/iss1/1. Perhaps it is as simple as
the obviousness of our presence that breaks the comfortable illusion of heteronormative ubiquity that bothers. Yet
change is possible, in recent years I have even co-presided at public worship in a Catholic church with a
Monseigneur in front of Catholic, Anglican and Lutheran bishops.What does this mean for us today?
161
Shannon LeClaire, “Standard Nazareth Lutheran Church Vote,” Strathmore Times, April 26, 2013,
https://strathmoretimes.com/2013/standard-nazareth-lutheran-church-vote/.
162
In Adventuring for Christ Evenson outlined some of the post-merger concerns following the formation of the
ELCC that suggest congregations go through transition phases after mergers. There can be both legitimate losses to
be considered as well as emotional grief, Adventuring for Christ, 241-275.
163
From the website for Extraordinary Lutheran Ministries, elm.org, “Lutherans Concerned/North America
Becomes ReconcilingWorks – Extraordinary Lutheran Ministries,” https://www.elm.org/2012/06/12/lutheransconcernednorth-america-becomes-reconcilingworks/. From the website for Ascension Lutheran Church Calgary,
alccalgary.com, “Ascension Lutheran Church Calgary Is a Member of the NALC,”
http://www.alccalgary.com/affiliation.html. From the website for Lutheran Coalition for Renewal (Lutheran CORE),
lutherancore.website, “September 2020 Newsletter from Lutheran CORE,”
https://myemail.constantcontact.com/September-2020-Newsletter-from-LutheranCORE.html?soid=1120670649512&aid=st9TalzFK0I.
164
From the website for Reconciling Works, reconcilingworks.org, “Who We Are,” ReconcilingWorks, February 18,
2015, https://www.reconcilingworks.org/about/.
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Lutheran Coalition for Renewal, lutherancore.website, 2022 LCORE Brochure, n.d.,
http://lutherancore.website/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/LCORE-brochure-2022-color-v1-w-green-logos.pdf.
166
From the Youtube Channel of News 19 WLTX, “Ted Cruz Asks Ketanji Brown Jackson about Critical Race
Theory Full Video – YouTube,” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R9lxFfOgFtM .
167
While this writer watched the happenings on live footage no longer available, video compilations from Global
National and CBC’s “The National” captured much of the significant footage referred to herein. For a sense of the
misunderstandings and misappropriations related to “Anti-Semitic tropes” and the presence of swastika and yellow
star materials, see CBC’s, “The National” which centers and uplifts the voices of Holocaust Survivors, Youtube
Channel: youtube.com/c/CBCTheNational, “Anger over Holocaust Symbols Used in Protests,” The National, video
4:47, January 28, 2022, https://www.cbc.ca/player/play/1997558339761. Regarding the Christian “Faith Service”
and the flags, see Global National, Youtube Channel: youtube.com/c/globalnews, “Global National: Jan. 30, 2022 |
2nd day of trucker convoy protests grind Ottawa businesses to halt,” video (0: 58 to 3:51 of 17:41), January 30,
2022, https://youtu.be/GEXMJsuEol8. This news report includes the “Faith Service” by Henry Hildebrandt where
hymn-singing was coupled with media harassment and flag waving (2:31). The quantity of yellow “Don’t Tread on
Me” flags at the “Faith Service” is particularly notable since these threat flags were also present in volume at the
January 6, 2021, “Capitol Attack” in Washington. The snake image on the yellow flags harkens back to the “Join or
Die” propaganda Lutheran Loyalists knew already in the 1770s when American “Patriots” were being called upon to
“rise-up” violently against the British colonial rule to create an independent America. A close-up of one of the
“Don’t Tread On Me” flags is possible at 3:07. How, and why, did so many fresh out of the bag American-image
flags appear so quickly at the Canadian Parliament Hill event in the midst of a global pandemic lock-down?
168
Hegedus, “Douglas John Hall’s Contextual Theology of the Cross”: 27. See also Granquist, Lutherans in
America, 281 for insight into what is meant by theology and theologians after Auschwitz.
169
Priebe, “Law, Grace and Same-Sex Marriage: Canadian Lutheran Perspectives.” Because Sarah Priebe’s Master
of Arts paper for Laval University is on the internet it has added weight in influencing conversations about the
ELCIC and the subject of 2SLGBTQIA+ generally. Readers need to be mindful of Priebe’s focus with her work and
the limitations of her various foundational treatments. For example, the history texts used by Priebe are American
Lutheran history texts, this is understandable as a fulsome Canadian Lutheran history text does not yet exist.
American texts typically arise from an ethnic tradition (Granquist, more Swedish and E. Clifford Nelson, more
Norwegian, for example), but the ELCIC is a thorough blend of many heritages; Priebe notes herself as taking a
more German-Lutheran lean. Priebe reasonably categorized the extensive writings submitted to the National Church
Council of the ELCIC mostly around 2004 and 2005 into a binary of “traditionalist” and “liberal” oppositions to
make her thesis project manageable, but these are noetic categorizations. In reality, the theological writings of the
time are more diverse (not binary). From the titles of the works (at one time posted to the ELCIC website) it is clear
that the authors were doing contextually Canadian Public Theology and writing in genres for a variety of reasons.
Moving forward and outside of Priebe’s purposes, researchers should consider not just who wrote and what they
wrote, but also who did not write, and what material was not covered in these submissions as the content was
considered sufficiently elsewhere. Additional writings are also relevant, such as the signed oppositional statements
created by large coalitions. There were public and private gatherings (teach-ins and preach-ins) that produced event
reports that were circulated. Those who signed on to, and also those who did not sign on to, event reports and group
positions should be considered. Readers interested in the subject categories of ‘Lutherans’ and ‘2SLGBTQIA+’ will
find much to consider in Priebe’s pages that are insightful but need to be carefully considered. A significant number
of the papers listed in Priebe’s most-helpful Appendix – abbreviated below – were written around 2004 and 2005.
Appendix 1. ESSAY CONTRIBUTIONS BY PROFESSORS OF THEOLOGY OR PASTORAL CARE: Anderson,
Matthew. “The Three Reformation Solas and Twenty-First Century Ethical Issues” Boyd, Jann. “Blessing in
Scripture, Liturgy and the Life of the Church “. Buck, Erwin, and Tim Hegedus. “A Lutheran Approach to the New
Testament—A Hermeneutic of Grace “. Buck, Gertrude. “A Look at Some of the Pastoral Issues Related to the
Blessing of Same-Sex Couples”. Cole-Arnal, Oscar. “Local Option in First Century Christianity and the Lutheran
Reformation.” Denef, Lawrence, and William Hordern. “Adiaphora, the Article By Which the Church Stands or
Falls, and the Blessing of Same-Sex Relationships”. Dille, Sarah. “A Lutheran Hermeneutic of the Old Testament
and the Blessing of Same-Sex Couples “. Kelly, Robert A. “Toward a Lutheran Theology of Marriage”. Kleiner,
John W. “How do Lutherans View Marriage?”. Lai, Alan. “Blessing Same-Sex Couples—Asian Cultural
Perspectives “. Nostbakken, Roger W. “Same-Sex Marriage Ecumenical Perspectives”. Pfrimmer, David. “Life in
Society: A Christian Witness”. Remus, Harold. “Words, Words, Words—On the Role of Language in Current
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ELCIC Discussions “. Shantz, Colleen. “Life in Community: A Gospel Witness”. Schnasa Jacobsen, David. “The
Role of Language in Considering the Issue of Same-Sex Blessings”. Van Katwyck, Peter. “Pastoral Issues Related to
the Blessing of Same-Sex Couples”. Volker Greifenhagen, Franz. “Some Thoughts on Reading the Old Testament”.
2. ESSAY CONTRIBUTIONS BY BISHOPS AND PASTORS: Bosch, Paul. “Letter by Retired Pastor Paul Bosch
to Clergy and People of the ELCIC”. Crouse, Joel. “The Shades Of Change: Same-Sex Relationships-A Personal
Journey”. Crouse, Joel. “Whack-A-Mole, And Other Cultural Games: A Historical Analysis of Same-Sex
Marriage”. Doherty, Tom. “The Blessing of Same-Sex Couples: A Pastor’s Concern”.
Driedger Hesslein, Kayko. “Issues of Sin: The Bible and the Holy Spirit “. Eriksson, Bart. “Homosexuality And
Injustice”. Eriksson, Bart. “Luther on Sin and Salvation: Implications for the Homosexuality Debate”. Everett, Brad.
“A Position of the Society of the Holy Trinity (STS) Concerning Same-Sex Blessings”. Fogleman, Jon. “An
Ecumenical Consideration for Gay Marriage”. Freytag, Ralferd. “Some Thoughts on Homosexuality in Relation to
the Bible”. Gagnon, Phillip E. “A Question of Pastoral Integrity and Compassion”. Gagnon, Phillip E —. “The
Authority rests with the Holy Scriptures”. Hall, Don. “Behold, I Do A New Thing?”. Harms, Herbert. “A
Psychodymanic Understanding of the Strong Objections to Same-Sex Marriage”. Huras, William D. “ELCIC
Governance and the Matter of Same-Sex Blessings”. Jacobsen, Cindy. “Pastoral Issues in the Blessing of Same-Sex
Relationships “. Johnson, Tim. “A Clear Question”. Kristenson, Stephen. “Some Reflections on the Resolution
Regarding the Blessing of Same Sex Unions”. Lavergne, André. “The Blessing of Same-Sex Couples: A Pastoral
Journey”. Lurvey, Tom. “Statement on Same-Sex Blessing”. McLean, Patrick. “Does the Holy Spirit Guide our
Conventions?” Muttoo, Francis X. . “Upon A Closer Examination—Same-Sex Marriage Blessing”. Niedermayer,
Daryle. “Back to the Garden: Recovering the Divine Union Through Our Sexuality.” Priebisch, Gerhard. “The
Resolution on the Blessing of Same-Sex Unions”. Pryse, Michael J. “A Reasonable Compromise”. Scott, Douglas.
“Against the Influence of Para-Church Organizations in the Discussion of Same-Sex Blessings”. Sjoberg, Donald
W. “ELCIC Governance and the Matter of Same-Sex Blessings”. Wellunscheg, Mike. “Same-Sex Blessings and the
Perspicuity of Scripture “. 3. ESSAY CONTRIBUTIONS BY LAY MEMBERS AND CONGREGATIONAL
STATEMENTS: Avery, Nicolette. “Blessing Same-Sex Unions: a Lay member’s perspective”. Bethlehem Lutheran
Church and Hanley Lutheran Church. “A Joint Statement”. Canadian Chinese Lutheran Ministry Conference.
“Position Statement Concerning Marriage, Homosexuality, and the Church”. Eberly, Wayne. “What the Blessing of
My Same-Sex Union Meant To Me”. First Evangelical Lutheran Church. “Congregational Statement re ELCIC
Same-Sex Blessing Resolution Proposal”. Giebelhaus, L. Owen. “Traditional Marriage: One Man and One Woman
to the Exclusion of All Others”. Glaeske, Daniel. “A Lay Perspective on Marriage and Same Sex Blessings, and the
Current Controversy in our Church”. Hucsko, John. “Rejecting the Gay Agenda...”. Johnson, K. Glen. “Living
Faithfully In The New Birth Given To Us Through The Resurrection Of Jesus Christ From the Dead”. Ketola,
Lionel. “Words and Deeds: Putting ‘fully welcome’ into action: A gay couple’s response to the ELCIC’s legacy of
discrimination and the National Church Council’s recommendation on same-sex blessings.” Kingsley, Roger.
“ELCIC Governance and the Matter of Same-Sex Blessings”. Lefsrud, John. “Sentimentality or Scripture?”. Lord of
All Lutheran Church. “A Congregational Submission Regarding the Issue of Same-Sex Blessings”. Mollerup, Victor
and Shirley. “A Position Statement Concerning; ELCIC Resolution on Same-Sex Blessing”. Pirlot, Tyler. “A
Lutheran Psychiatrist’s Point of View”. Schroeder, Frederic. “Additional Statement”. Waller, Sandra. “SharkInfested Waters: Thoughts on Caring Conversation Six and the Blessing of Same-Sex Unions”.
170
The “peddling of indulgences” in streets and homes is a key concept for Lutherans. Students of Lutheran
Reformation history recognize “clink, clink” as signifying the indulgence selling of Johann Tetzel “for most
shameful gain” as Luther described it. Luther noted that it was the experience of Tetzel’s indulgence selling that
prompted him to publish: “the Theses [95 Theses] and at the same time a German Sermon on Indulgences, shortly
thereafter also the Explanations, in which to the Pope’s honour, I developed the idea that indulgences should indeed
not be condemned, but that good works of love should be preferred to them,” from Janz, 72. This quote was from the
Autobiographical Fragment: “Preface to the Complete Edition of Luther’s Latin Writings,” 1545, as provided in
Denis Janz’s, A Reformation Reader: Primary Texts with Introductions, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1999), 71-76,
from the translation of editors Jaroslav Pelikan and Helmut Lehmann. Janz’s introductory comment to the fragment
indicates that in so writing, Luther was “orienting the prospective reader [to his writings] and giving his version of
the crucial events up to 1521.” Jaroslav Pelikan and Helmut Lehman, eds., Luther’s Works: American Edition, 55
vols. (St. Louis: Concordia; Philadelphia: Fortress 1955-1987), vol. 34, 327-38. This text by Janz was recommended
reading in the Syllabus for the Church History – Reformation and Modern Periods course at WLS, Winter Term,
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2008. Additional reading on why people bought indulgences, how this connects to Reformation Day and All Souls
Day, and where the money went may also be of interest to readers.
171
Oscar L. Arnal, Toward an indigenous Lutheran ministry in Canada: the seventy-five year pilgrimage of
Waterloo Lutheran Seminary (1911-1986) (Waterloo, Waterloo Lutheran Seminary, 1988), 11-23. In the opening
pages Cole-Arnal reminds readers of the hundreds of years of lost momentum for Lutheran congregations in Canada
due to the inability to find and keep appropriately trained clergy for the Canadian Lutheran contexts. Canadian
Lutheran seminaries were necessary because of the instability of securing the foundational (not Fundamental)
proclamation of the Gospel and administration of the sacraments. The word “indigenous” by Cole-Arnal is used to
mean - of the Canadian context.
172
From the website of the North American Lutheran Church, thenalc.org, “Created Male and Female,”
https://www.thenalc.org/wp-content/uploads/Documents/Teaching%20Statements/20171215-Created-Male-andFemale-Open-Letter.pdf, available from the webpage https://thenalc.org/gallery/the-necessary-distinction/.
173
From the Confession of Faith webpage on the website of the North American Lutheran Church,
thenalc.org/confession-of-faith, “Common Confession,” http://lutherancore.website/wpcontent/uploads/2017/10/common-confession.pdf, at http://lutherancore.website/about/.
Toward Tomorrow, the Ecclesia Semper Reformanda by God’s Transforming Grace
174
Evangelical Lutheran Church in Canada Convention Minutes, “Biennial Convention, 1985” (Winnipeg,
Evangelical Lutheran Church in Canada, 1985), 78-79.
175
Johnson, “Sermon at Closing Service of 2011 ELCIC National Assembly”: 2-3.
176
Archive-it, elcic.ca, “Convention Highlights July 17.”
177
For this writer, who wrote in Consensus 34:1 in 2012, that the ELCIC had not yet come out of its adolescent
identity formation, the 16th Convention of the ELCIC in 2017 marked the confident emergence of the ELCIC into its
own fully-adult identity. The ”Ecumenical Panel on the Significance of the Reformation” was one of the defining
events of that convention and the ELCIC’s life-stage transition. The event can still be viewed on the Youtube
Channel: Evangelical Lutheran Church in Canada, “Ecumenical Panel: Significance of the Reformation
Commemoration" ELCIC, streamed live on July 8, 2017, video, 1:34:29,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zamzXIiJiHM.
178
Gordon Jensen, “The Theology of William Hordern: Living by Grace,” Consensus 36, no. 1 (May 2015),
https://scholars.wlu.ca/consensus/vol36/iss1: 8.
179
Jensen, “The Theology of William Hordern”: 8.
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